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. ÀBSTRÀqT

The introduction of cera¡nic orthodontic brackets has further

compounded the problens associated v¡ith debonding. The increased

bonds strengths obtained r,¡ith ceramic brackets has rèsulted in an

increased incidence of enanel danage. Laser light transnitted to

the bracket/adhesive interface can be used to degrade the

bonding resin by either thennal or photochemical processes.

The efficacy of Lasers in rernoving brackets safely, without

enamel or bracket danage, without thènnaI darnage to the pulp and

in a clinically satisfactory tine was deterrnined, The influence

of various l-aser q¡avelengths (l-93, 248, 308 and L060 nn) and

various bracket types (Starfire, Transcend) on debonding

ef f ectiveness was aLso exa¡nined. Debonding t j.rnes, ¡nater j-aI

damage, site of bond failure and pulpat tårnperature rise r¡ere

correLated to absorption spectra of the adhesives and bracket

types.

Sapphire brackets can be debonded more quickly than

Poi.ycrystal l ine (PC) brackets because they all-ow greater light
energy to reach the adhesive. UltravioLet waveLengths are nore

effective for bracket re¡noval than 1060 nrn irradiation with 248

nm being rnost effective. These results correlate s/elL to the

absorption spectra of the adhesive. No enamel or bracket darnage

was observed and little or no force is required to renove the

brackets. For the laser pararneters used in this study, the pulpal

tenperature increase is acceptable with the sapphire brackets

but not with the PC brackets. Laser debonding appears to be a

thermal process at Lo!¡ pulse energy Levels and an ablative
process with Íncreased puJ.se energies.

rt-1
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ITflTRODUCTION

The debonding of orthodontíc brackets requires the renoval

of both bracket and residual adhesive, ft may be tj-me consurning

and frequently results in sone degree of ena¡neI damage. The

a¡nount of ena¡ne1 darnage is a function of the forces required to
remove the brackets, the bond strengths betlreen enamel-adhes ive-
bracket, and the use of hand instrurnents (dental chisels,
hatchets) and rotary instruments and abrasive pastes to remove

the rernaining resin. Patient dêÌnand for improved esthetics during

orthodontic therapy resulted in the premature introduction of
rcera¡nict brackets prior to cornpJ.etion of adequate research.

Unfortunately, subsequent clinical experj-ence wíth rceramicl

brackets has demonstrated that the brittleness of the bracket and

increased bond strengths at the bracket-adhesive interface
further conpound.s the debonding problerns seen !¡ith rnetal

brackets. Possible solutions for safer and nore predictable

bracket debonding include rnodifyíng the existing procedure

through bracket-adhes ive rnanipulations, including using unfitled
bonding resins and ¡nechanical versus chemical retention or

developing alternatj-ve ¡nechanisms such as electrothermal

debonding. Ho!¡ever these solutions may result in decreased bond

strength and the possibility of thennal danage, so they nay not

provide a satisfactory solution to the problerns inherent in
currently practiced debonding techníques .
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Brackets nade of aLunina ceranic naterials have the unique

ability to transmit radiant energy in a ¡vide range of

wavelengths. Therefore J.aser energy shouLd be abLe to be used to

debond rcerarnicr brackets since Laser LighÈ energy can be

deposited directly at the bracket-adhes ive interface.

This study vaÌidates the concept of laser debonding of

ceramic orthodontic brackets. Debondinq times, in conjunction

with an assessment of enaneL and bracket danage, puLp chanber

ternperature rise and absorption spectroscopy of the materials

invol-ved was perforned. A hypothesis regarding the mechanisrn of

laser debonding is proposed. The results of this study suggest

directions for future research.



REVTEW OF LITERÀTT'RE

Rêview of Orthodontic Bonding

The dÍrect-bonding of orthodontic brackets to etched enarnel

has become vrideLy ernployed by orthodontists sínce being

Íntroduced ¡nore than two decades ago.1 '2'3'1 The prinary concern

in the developrnent of orthodontic adhesives has been the

developrnent of adequate bond strengths between the bracket,

adhesive and etched enanel surfaces. Tensile5,ó,7,, shears,9,10,

torquing and peel ¿""¡.'11,12 have been devised to eval-uate the

bond strengths ín vitro and mirnic the force systems present

during active orthodontic treatment. In addition to the inherent
strength of the brackets, bonding agents and enanel , other
factors have been identified as having a direct influence on the

strength of orthodontic bonding. Sone of these arei the bracket

base. surface areal3, base design1,14, base ¡nesh sí1.e11,13,11 ,

thickness of resin layerî5,'ló, fiÌIer content5,8, effect of
sealing agents17,18 water sorptionl9, thermal cycIing20 and

technique related factors.2l

In order to ensure successful orthodontic bonding, the

forces applied during treatment nust not exceed the bond

strengths of the tooth-adhesÍve-bracket complex. The force that
is exerted will be composed of forces generated by the activation
of the appliance and those arising fron mastication. The maximurn

force has been estirnated to be between 30 kg\cn2 to 7o

kq\cn2e,22. othersz3 have estirnated that a ¡nini¡nurn of 9 kg is
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exerted on the bracket (È54 kg\cn2 based on 4x4 nm brackêt area)

during orthodontic treatnent. In the study by yamada et alza

cornparing the bond strengths of various bonding adhesives, values

!¡ere never belov¡ 80 kg\cm2 and ranged to a ¡naxi¡num of 176 kg\cn2.

Keizer et a19 found the enanel-adhesive bond strength to be 1.21

kg\mm2 or 12! kg\cm2. It appears fron these results that such

bond strengths are more than sufficÍent to wíthstand various
intra-oral forces and have faciLitated the trend towârds

decreasing bracket size in recent years. fncreased bond strengths
wiì.l likely result in a greater frequency of enanel damage .as

they approach or even exceed the reported average enameL tensile
strength of 1oo kg\cn225. Note too however, that the reported

strength of enanel- is only an average and does not take into
account qualitative differences such as hypocalcified and aLtered

enamel- structure or the effect of crystaJ. orientation in strength
testing. Therefore, enanel- danage eould occur at much 1o!¡er force
1eveIs.

A number of difficulties in bonding\debonding procedures

have been identified. These include loss of enamel due to
etchingzó,27 prior to bracket placement, f racturi¡,¡926,za,ze

durÍng bracket rernoval, retention of resin tags which can ye11ow

with age and díscolour the tooth2ó,29, corrosion of netal
brackets resulting in staining at the bracket interface3o,3t, a

roughened enamel surface v¡hich can result in increased plaque

retention subsequent to debondÍng procedures28,32,53 and a softer
enarnel surface with lower fluoride content nore disposed to
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decal-cification3a . ltany of these effects are accepted by the
ctinician35 who feel that they are insignificant.

The nost frequently observed bond failure occurs at the
bracket-adhes ive i¡¡E¡¡u6s5,7r'10,3ó. rf the bond strengths are

high, failure r,ri11 nore often occur Íntra-adhesive or at the
enamel-adhesive interface3T resulting ín enamel damage or rTear

outsr. This type of failure is observed when the bracket-adhesive

interface bond is enhanced either by etching!8 or coating the
bracket base with porous netal powderl4,39. Bond strengths were

seen to irnprove fron 66.9 kg\cn2 for untreated bases to 169

kg\cm2 for the treated bases. Since debonding occurs at the
weakest link in the bracket-adhesive-tooth conplex, spot ¡.reld

defects on the base surfaces of metal brackets have been shovn to
encourage fracture at the bracket-adhesive interface in spite of
hÍgh bond strengthsl3.

With the increasing esthetic demand for srnal-ler brackets and

therefore smaller bonding bases, the gap between those bond

strengths which are high enough to stand up to clinical treatnent
and yet, are sti1l weak enough to avoid iatrogenic tooth darnage,

has narrowed considerably. Idea1Iy, if brackets could be debonded

safely, easily and predictabl-y, a clinician would desire the

highest possible bond strength. This high bond strength would

decrease the incidence of bonding faiLures and irnprove clinicat
efficiency. Perhaps sheridan4o,4l had this in nind lrhen he

introduced an electrothermal debonding device. He ¡nay sirnpLy have

wanted to prevent danage during debonding in those situations
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where the bond strength equalled or exceeded the enamel- strêngth.

HÍs cordLess battery operated device generates heat which is

transferred to the rnetaL bracket by a blade placed in the bracket

slot. The metal bracket conducts heat efficiently while the

underlying adhesive is a relatively poor conductor of heat. Thus,

the adhesive at the interface can be thermally softened and the

bracket can be gently lifted off the tooth. The ther¡naL

ra¡nifications of this technigue to the pulp will be addressed in

a subsequent section. In this context however, Sheridan ¡nust be

credited for devising an atternative rnechanism for metal bracket

rê¡noval . The gap between bond or enanel strength and the force

required for bracket re¡nova1 has been substantially widened usíng

sheridanrs technique. Àfter debonding, residual adhesive is

re¡noved from the tooth by conventional hand and rotary

instruments both of v¡hich have the potential to damage the

ena¡ne1.

The search for improved esthetics in orthodontic appliances

has always been actíve. Às earfy as 1-964 Newmanrs42 introduction

of polycarbonate brackets provided improved esthetics. The bond

strengths reported43 i,¡ere superior to those of the metalLic

brackets available at that time. Unfortunately, since the

polyrneric brackets v¡ere prone to clinicaL fracture and creepll

their cLinical perfomance hras unsat is factor/s . subsequent

developrnent of metal reinforced plastic bracketsló faited to
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overcome these deficiencies.
The rceranicr bracket has recêntly been introduced to

orthodontics. Cerarnics are a broad class of rnaterials which,

al-though they contain both netallic and non-metallíc ele¡nents,

are neither rnetaLlic nor polymeric. They are renolrned for their
hardness and resistance to hígh temperatures and chemical

degradation4T. Their rnajor disadvantage is their lack of

ductility which renders thern brittLe and subject to sudden and

catastrophic failure. currently aLl dental ceranic brackets are

cornposed of either polycrystaLline or nonocrystaL l- ine alurninurn

oxide. The former ís made by sintering aluminurn oxide powder at

tenperatures near LSOO 'C. The nonocrystalLine atu¡ninum oxide4T

is comrnonly calLed a sapphire and is for¡ned by rnelting aluminun

oxide (T¡<2L00'C) and then slowly cooling it to grow a single

crystal. Both the polycrystallÍne and single crystal rblanksr are

¡nilled into their finaf form by either dia¡nond cutting or by

ultrasonic cutting techniques.lT Sapphire brackets are

transparent while polycrystaJ. J. ine brackets have a translucent,

ivory white to opaque appearance.

The optical properties and strength of polycrystalline

ceramics are incornpatible. Since transparency increases wÍth

grain size and since strength decreases once the grain size

increases over 30 um current ceramic brackets are forned by

fusing alurninum oxide particLes of 0.3 um. to produce brackets

lrith grain size of 20-30 um.a7

The tensile strength of sapphire is signifÍcantly greater
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than that of annealed or cast stainless steel- alloy (1800-2600

MPa psi vs. 350 MPa)48. In contrast Polycrystalline brackets

actually rnay be s1íghtty weaker than netals in tensionaT. The

tensile strength for netal is a bulk related phenornenon and

because of the metal rs ductility, it is virtually independent of

srnaLL surface defects. In contrast, the brittLe ¡naterial alumina

is highLy dependent on surface defects. Sapphire brackets

possessing high tensile strengths, have very low transverse

strengths and cannot withstand impact loadingaT. Surface defects

such as cracks act as centers of stress concentration. In brittle
rnaterials, the crack renains sharp since there ís no plastic

deformation occurrj.ng to enabl,e bluntíng. As such, stress

concentration of several orders of magnitude can develop at the

tip of the crack. Once the stress exceeds a critical level the

crack wÍLL begin to self propagate and resul-t in spontaneous

failure,19

The ¡neasure of a naterialts abiLity to resist fracture is
knovrn as fracture toughness. Figure L48 is a plot of stress

versus strain for sapphire and stainless steel . I{hile the tensile
strength of sapphire ís much greater than steel , the I elongation

(elastíc and plastic deforrnation to failure) is 18 and 2OZ

respectively. Since energy is defined as force tines distance the

area under a stress\strain curve gives an indication of the

materialrs toughness before fracture. It is apparent, fron Fig l-,

that significantJ.y less energy is required to fracture sapphire

than for stainless steel .
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The unlts used to neasure fracture toughness are the strêss

in Mega-Pascals (mega-Nev¡tons/M2 ) and the strain in rneters.

The length of the surface crack enters into the formula as the

square root meter18. values of fracture toughnessaS for stainl-ess

steel, polycrystalline alu¡nina and sapphire arei 80-95 MPa"/M,

3.0-5.3 MPa./M I and 2.4-4.5 MPa"/M. Note that even though the

tensile strength of polycrystaLline alurnina is rnuch less than

sapphire it is a tougher material and can resist fractures better
than sapphire.

For the cLinician, lov¡ fracture toughness of cerarnic

brackets can drastically reduce the l-oad required for fracture.
Although the hardness of ceranj.cs is 2-3 times greateraT than

stainless stee1, surface defects introduced during manufacture

orduring regular appointnents can dra¡natically reduce their
sÈrength. A clinician nust inform the patient of possible
rspontaneous' bracket fracture and the possibi).ity of ingesting

sharp ceramic particJ.es.
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The hardness of cèramícs can be detrirnental if grinding is

required to remove a fractured bracket from a tooth. Although

diamond is the hardest substance known to man, and dia¡nond

cutting instrurnents are cornmonly used in dentistry, cutting

al-urnina with a diamond instrurnent will still be clinically tine

consurning. Therefore every effort should be nade to prevent

fracture of ceramic brackets by minimizing the deleteríous forces

exerted during treatnent and during debonding procedures.

Anothêr problem has been identified by investigators50' 51' 52

who have reported rapid and dramatic abrasion of enamel caused by

ceramic orthodontic brackets. Although thoughtful and judicious

bracket placernent by the orthodontist should decrease such

occurrences, the clinician should rernernber that using brackets of

such hardness and in the case of the polycrystalLine brackets,

surface roughness, results in enarnef wear. Kusy53 has suggested

gJ.azing or che¡nically treating the bracket surface to decrease

roughness and reduce the coefficient of friction.

Alunina oxide cannot be directly bonded to the acrylic

materials used for orthodontic bonding. Until recentJ-y bonding of

cerarnic brackets r,¡as achieved through the presence of undercuts

of various designs on the bracket bonding surface. Bond strengths

of these brackets are comparable or less than those of netal

5r¿s¡s¡s54,55. Buzzita et aL.55 argued that fiIled adhesives

were less able to flow into the retentive areas of the bracket

base thus explaining the higher bond strengths obtained v¡ith

unfilled resin adhesives. odgaard and Segnersó postutated that
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during curing of adhesives, the resin lriI1 contract and give rise
to internaL stress around the sharp corners of the grooved base.

Às a result the ultimate bond strength wilL be reduced. I!¡amoto

et al .57 denonstrated that bond strengths \lould d.ecrease as

mechanical retention (# of grooves) was increased. The bond

failure site of these brackets remains predorninantly at the

bracket-adhesive interface and within the adhesivesó.

More recently chernical bonding of adhesive to the bracket

base has been achieved by treating the al-u¡ninum oxide base $rith a

sil-ane coupl j-ng agent. This technology was pioneered by Bowen5s

who foresaw the advantages of using fitler particles which woul-d

couple to the resin rnatrix to produce a reinforced (cornposite)

polyner network. The nost connon coupling agent in use is a

rnethacrylate Èerminated silane, r-nethacryloxypropyl-
trirnethoxysilane5e, Figure 2a. This coupling agent bonds to the
cera¡nic via the hydroxyÌ (usual1y silanol-SI-OH) groups to forn a

rnonolayer of silane with the nethacrylate groups projecting frorn

thê surface, Figure 2b. These will then co-polymerize v¡ith the

res j.n during setting.5e,óo

Figure 2 a, b. óo
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The same chemical bondÍng mechanis¡n has been successfully

ernployed for bonding acrylic to porcelain. Bond strengths are

reportedó1 , ó2, ó3 to be comparable or to exceed those for netal

brackets, especially when the porcelain surface is roughened by

grinding before treating $rith the sj-lane primer. Às bond

strengths increased, so too did the incidence of porcelain

fracture during debonding. ó1 , ó2, $

While it appears that íncreased roughening (nechanical-

retention) can resuLt ín increased bond strength to porcelain,

the same nay not be true of silanized ceramic brackets having

rnechanÍcal retention. Studies by Isramoto et al-.57 and Stomka and

Powers3T found Íncreased bond strengths !¡ith these sitanized

brackets while Newman et atóa and Buzzitta5s questioned the

clinical effectiveness of siLane application to increase the bond

strength of ¡nechanically retained ceramíc brackets. Guess et

a1.ó5. found that even though the silanization of mechanically

retained ceramic brackets had no significant effect on bond

strengths, fracture occurred almost exclusively at the enarnel-

resin interface rather than at the bracket-adhesive interface.
The retention of a bracket with thÍs design it appears, lras

strong enough to override any possibJ.e effects of base

silanization.
A number of nanufacturers have recently sr,¡itched to cera¡nic

brackets which rely exclusively on che¡nicaL bonding of the

acrylic resin. OnIy a few published reports comparing theÍr shear

bond strengths to those of netal brackets are available.
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Gl¡innettóó and odegaard and segnersó have both found superior

bond strengths with the chemically bonded brackets and have noted

that bond fail-ure occurs predoninantly at the ena¡neI-resin

interface. High bond strèngths are attributed to the chemical

bonding, a lack of internal stress ín the resin and lack of

bracket flexure during debonding as occurs with the metal

bracketssó,óó. Joseph and Rossou¡+ó7 in a most recent report found

the debonding shear force of cera¡nic bracket groups to be

significantly higher than those of stainless stêel brackets

regardless of whether light or chemically cured resins were used.

An average force of 2a.3 MN/M2 was required for the highest

ceramic bracket group whiJ.e 1'7 .8 îr0J /lI2 r,ra s enough to debond the

strongest netat bracket group. The site of failure for the

ceramic brackets was dominantly at the enamel-adhesive interface.

EnameL fractures occurred in 40? of the chernically cured resin

and cerarnic bracket group. Another 72 of cerarnic brackets

fractured during rernoval .

with the advent of chernically bonded ceramic brackets it

seeÌns apparent that bracket-adhesive faifures are no longer

found, Rather, the 1i¡niting factor in the ena¡neI-adhesive-bracket

cornplex has shifted to the enamel-adhesj.ve interface. The

ranificatíons of such a shift are vividly illustrated in the

published report by Nevi'eseIy and Rossi¡.¡aI152. Utilizing x-ray

SEM el,enental analysis they show a high frequency of enanel

tearouts in a wide range of sizes. The largest tearout found

neasured up to 1.5 n¡n in diarneter, Figure 3.
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Figure 3 .52

The cerarnic bracket industry enthusiasticaÌ Iy entered into

the practice of orthodontics in response to the strong demand

created by the bracketrs optimal esthetic appeal. Unfortunately,

the problems of bracket fracture, enanef abrasion and possible

enarnel tearouts encountered after their Íntroduction has led

many practitioners to guestion the efficacy of using this

product. UniÈek has recentl-y converted all their chemically

bonded ceramic brackets to mechanicaLly bonded brackets by

sintering silica partíc1es to the bases. They did however' posses

the technology to alter the bonding strength of the che¡nÍcaI

cera¡nic bracket through direct rnanipulation of the nurnber of

active silane bonds?3. Ànother ceramic bracket manufacturer is

pursuing the possibility of utilÍzing the electrothêrma1

debonding device (pers comm. ) in an effort to improve the

acceptability of the ceramic bracket into orthodontic practice.

Increased bond strengths shouÌd result in improved bracket

retention rates and the production of snaller more esthetic

brackets. Decreasing the force needed for debonding can decrease

bracket fracture and eliminate lengthy cLean up and provide a
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controlledand].essdestructivebondingfocation.ETD
(electrothermal debonding) rnay represent a ¡nechanisrn by vhich the

gap between bond strength and debonding force can be widened'

Pul-pal danage holrever, may be a lirniting factor' The lower

ther¡nal conductivity of alumina oxide r'til-1 likely result in

longer debonding ti¡nes and excess heating of the tooth and pulp

prior to debonding.

Itisapparentfromtheforegoingthatdebondingofcerarnic

brackets continues to be a probLem for the clinician,

manufacturers and patients. Cerarnic brackets are formed of

alurnina oxide which has been shown to trans¡nit a r+ide range of

radiant energy' Figure 4. This special opticaJ- property nay

facil-itate debonding through the use of lasers'

Figure 4.ó8
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Lasers - Historic Review

It has been said that the laser is a solution looking for a

probLem, rather than a deveLopnent in response to a specific
needó9. The growth in the number of laser applications has been

almost exponentíal. Einstein discovered the theoretical
background for the laser in 19L770 but it was not until 1960 when

Theodore Mai¡narn of Hughes Àircraft, nor¡ credited as the inventor

of the laser, applied the theory to create the ruby laser.70

SurprísingJ.y J.asers have been involved in dental research

since Lg6371 . Many specific areas of laser applications in
dentistry have been identified. Some of these arei surgical

treatment of oral rnalignancies and J-esions, treatment of

periodontal disease, caries prevention, detection and control,
endodontícs, prosthodontics, biostinulation, tooth
de sens it i z at ion , analgesia, in-vivo welding, storage of
radiographic and 3-di¡nensional irnages, etc. As existing systens

are refined and nes, laser syste¡ns are íntroduced a pLethora of

potentiaL applications witl be conceived. Às yet, there have

been no reports of lasers applied specifically to the field of

orthodontics.

Fron only three citations in the L964 edition of the Index

to DentaL Literature, dental J.aser reports have grown to over 70

in the 1988 Index. Less than one-fifth of these citations are in
English. In 1986 there were only four dental professionaLs tisted
as nenbers of either the International or Ànerican Societies for
Laser Medicine and Surgery. The emerging importance of dental
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laser research warranted a worLd congress on Lasers in Dentistry

during 1988, in Tokyo, Japan.

Historical.ly, Leon Goldnan in 196572 is credited with the

first in vivo report of laser application to a healthy, living
human tooth. The patient reported no pain when a rnaxillary second

Ìnolar was exposed to tr.\¡o direct inpacts by a ruby laser ( 694 nm) .

The tooth vas extracted and sent for microscopic study. OnIy

superficial destruction of the crown occurred. Ànother study by

Stern and Sognnaes73,71 showed how that laser irradiatíon of

enanel appeared to decrease enameL perrneability to acidíc fluids.
So¡ne75 cLaimed that the ruby laser was not suitable for cavity
preparation because of potentiaL pulpal damage due to the energy

Leve1s needed to rênovè dental hard tissues. Further advances

vrould have to await the introduction of ne$¡er laser instruments.

Lobene et eL.7ó in 1968 r¡¡ere the first to use the co2 laser

for dentaL appLicatíon. Their attenpts to fuse pits and físsures

as a neans of caries prevention demonstrated how the ¡nid-infrared

wavelength (10.6 un) of the CO2 laser produced different ther¡nal

effects than did the ruby laser. CO2 irradiation al-so caused

snal-l- amounts of hydroxyapatite to be converted to the nore

insoluble calciun orthophosphate apatite. KantolaTT has provided

a detailed description of rnacroscopÍc, microscopic and X-ray

diffraction studies of COz írradiated enamel and dentin while

Me1cerTs has denonstrated caries re¡noval with dentin heal.ing and

reparat ive-dent in formation.
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L.,aser research on dental tissues in the United States has

suffered greatly durÍng the nid to Late 1970ts as a result of

several pubJ,ished reports75,7ó which ¡nininized the potential of

future research. Grant funds evaporated and potentiat

researchers turned their efforts to other fields while the laser

v¡as gaining substantial research acceptance in many medical,

bioengineering, cornmunication and industriaL applications. As a

result, Ämerican laser research in dentistry has fal-1en welI

behind that in other countries. Rather than being ín the

forefront of dental- laser app).ication, dentistry receives nost of

its new laser technoJ.ogy second hand from the medical

profession.

À larqie amount of literature has accumulated since the first
report of the surgical (soft tissue) application of a CO2

1aser79. Surgeons claim rnany advantages of surgery using a laseri
a bloodless field, shorter and less trau¡natic procedures and Less

post-operative pain and edena. Unlike the CO2 laser, the light
frorn the recentty introduced Nd:YAc (Neod]¡mium:Yttriurn-ALurninun-

carnet) Lasêr operating in the near infrared, l-.06 ü[, can

easÍJ-y be trans¡nitted fibreoptícaJ.Iy into a s¡nall handpÍece.

Àpplications include rLaser Sca1pelsr which can perform precise

bloodless cutting, re¡novaI of caries in ena¡ne1 and fusing of

enamel for caries preventionso. Recently this type of Laser has

been specifically nanufactured and narketed to the denÈal

profession by the Àmerican Dental, Laser corp8l . whether this
laser possesses enough suitabl-e characteristics to rernain in the
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dentaf laser field v¡i1I depend on further research and a

favorable comparison to alternatÍve laser systens. Researchers

in Japansz have developed a hollow, netaL l-ined, flexible tube

to trans¡nit co2 radiation into a handpiece. This new development

may be enough to alLolr the coz laser to supercede the clinical

use of the Nd:YAG l-aser.

A new class of lasers, the exci¡ner laser, operating ín the

ultra-violet (uv) range ( l-00-4ooun) was introduced to the dental

fÍeld in Lg8771 folJ.owing its application in the fields of

ophthalmology, cardiac surgery and orthopaedics. Excimers allow

extrenely sharp and precise tissue cutting without thernal damage

because of their ability to abÌate materiaf by photo-

decomposition. Thesê new fasers nay prove val-uable to the dental

profession.
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Laser Theorv and L,iqht Interactions v¡ith Matter

À basic knowledge of laser characteristics as well as the

¡nechanísrn by which light interacts wíth natter are nandatory if

an individuaL v¡ants to interpret the resul-ts of many laser

experiments.

The word LASER is an acronyn for 'Light Àrnpl-íf ication by

sti¡nulated E¡nission of Radiationt. The basic differences between

l-asers and other light sources are the characteristics of the

Iight emitted frorn a laser. They are;

l-. Synchronicity (phase cohêrency)

2. Monochrornat icity (frequency coherency)

3. Directivity (spatial coherency)

4. Excellent concentration of energy (high photon density)

5. ExtrenelY high brightness.

6. controL l- ab i l itY.

The . coherent properties in tirne and space are compared to

incoherent light in Figure 5.

Figure 5 .83
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ln contrast to incoherent tight, light waves e¡nitted from a

laser have the same anpLitude and are in phase. conventional

J-ight sources e¡nit light over ¡nuch of the visibfe and infrared

spectrum while for all practical purposes, the laser can be

considered rnonochro¡natic, containing a beam of very narrow range

wavelengths. The divergence of a laser bea¡n is very sma1I, about

a miLliradian (approxirnately 0.05 ' divergence). Às a result of

being focussed and synchronous, the output po$rer can be

concentrated to produce a snall high intensity and a high energy

density bearn. In addition, by pulsing the laser, the energy can

be released over a shorter ti¡ne to give very high power pulses

rather than retatÍve1y Low but constant povter enitted by a

continuous wave (cw) Laser. À nore detailed dj,scussion of the

nature of light and the ¡nechanis¡n of laser action are found in

Àppendix L.

.when electronagnetic energy (light) co¡nes into contact with

matter it can eÍther be refl-ected, transrnitted or absorbed and

then scattered or refracted within the material . The study of the

interactÍon of light wÍth matter is knovn as spectroscopy. A

great deal of information can be gleaned by kno!¡ing the

waveJ-engths of photons that an organic nolecule can absorb nost

efficiently. The energy (E) associated with a photon is related

to the frequency (f) of the J,ight by the folJ.owing forrnuLa E=hf,

!¡here h=Pfancks constant (6.6x10-34 joules/sec). Às the frequency

increases so does the photon energy. Accordingly a photon of

Ultravio).et (W) light will have ¡nuch more energy than a photon
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of Infrared (IR) Iight. The energy absorbed by a rnolecule or aton

can be resolved ínto at feast four naj or conponents i

transfational- energy, rotational energyr vibratÍona] energy and

electronic energy. The translational energy level is essentialJ-y

continuous and represents the Lo\.¡est energy of the molecule or

atom. For each of renaining components there are certain

discrete, permissible energy levels. An aton does not absorb any

photons unless the photons have enough energy to bring about the

transition from one energy level to another. only those photons

which carry the exact amount of energy reguired for transition to
the next per:nitted level , can be absorbed. Electronic transitions
requíre ¡nuch more energy than vibrational transitions which in
turn require nuch greater energy than rotationaL transitions.sl

Ee >> Ev >> Er

Consequently, rotational transitions are accornplished by

consíderably less energetic photons, and by PLancks equation,

Longer !¡avelength radiation such as ¡nicrowaves. Vibrational

transitions require photons in the infrared region, and

electroníc transitions need the rnore powerful photons associated

with short waveLength radiation such as visible and ultraviolet
radiation. In contrast, the passage of fR radiation through a

rnaterial can increase the various energy leveLs of the aton or

molecule efficiently only v¡hen radiation of the correct

frequency to cause a vibrational or rotational change is
absorbed. Spectroscopic study of organic compounds is therefore,

ín essence, an investigation of the types of lraves that can be
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absorbêd efficiently by a conpound. Spectra nay thus give an

indication of v¡hat fasers ¡nay best be suited for a specific
purpose. (NB. further explanation of spectroscopy and

light\matter interactions, with ernphasis on tIv and fR regions are

found in Àppendix 2). Spectroscopic infor¡nation should indicate

which l"aser wavelengths lrould be highfy absorbed, all-owing the

desired result v¡ith as Io!, a Laser polter as possible. Since low

power wiJ.J. resuLt ín both a l-ower cost and Lower incidence of
undesired ther¡naI effects, identification of these rresonantt

r,¡avelengths is very desirable to rnaximize the laser effect.
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Lasers and Dental Hard Tissues

The effect of Co2 laser írradiation on enamel and dentin

tissues is weLl documented. The radiation is highly absorbed on

the surface of enamel or dentin with lov¡ depth of penetration'

Many IR spectroscopic studies have been performed on enanef and

hydroxyapatite crYstalsss'8ó

Figure 6.8s The spectra obtained shor.¡ a very

strong absorption band in the

vicinity of 10.6 uln., the same

wavêlength at which the co2 laser

operates. Many co2 Lasers are

t tunabLe I and can operate at

several closely related
!¡avelengths. I,aser irradiation in

this region of the mid-IR spectrurn

is strongly absorbed by the

phosphate ions in the
hydroxyapatite of the tooth
enamel87. The resulting
vibrational excitation results in
great heat generation and surface

vaporization even with Iow Laser

energy l-êveIs.

Strong surface absorption ¡,¡i11 nÍninize laser penetration and

¡naximize the rate of surface heating. The latter will allow the

surface to vaporize before enough ti¡ne has el-apsed for heat

t2m
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diffusion into the tooth. Both of these wiII reduce adverse

pulpa1 response. Moreover For¡ler and KuradasT speculate that the

use of sel-ected wavel-engths whích coincide with specÍfic ion

absorption wavel-engths of enanel wilL resuLt in desired chernicaL

reactions. For exanple, the selective excitation of the OH group

to higher energy l-evels may pronote Fluoride ion diffusion along

the apatite channels87. In an artificial caries study Stern et
eI.88 found that the higher absorption of ena¡nel, for 10.6 un.

irradiance compared to 0.694 un (ruby laser) irradiance allowed

the¡n to use l-l15th the energy density to produce si¡niLar levels
of protection of ena¡ne1 against demineral ization. c1early,

knowledge obtained through spectroscopic investigation of ho¡,,

light reacts with a material is critical to selection of the nost

appropriate laser for a specific purposê.

Perhaps the most dra¡natic example of appropríate laser
seJ.ection, based on a materiaLrs propertíes and desÍred results,
is that used by ophthalmic surgeons in the repair of detached

retinas. Based on a lack of interaction with corneal material

and a selective absorption by the retina, an Àrgon laser (4BB

green or 5l-4.5 blue) can be used to rspot weldt a detached

retina back to its base without damaging the cornea or lens of
the eye. such a finding was not likely based on spectroscopic

analyses of cornea, lens and retina but more likely on cornmon

sense, The fact that hunans see colors, the visible part of the

electromagnetic spectrum, indicates a sÍgnificant proportion of
light (in the visible range) ¡nust be transnitted through the
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cornea and Lens to the retina. The selectíve absorption of one

tissue versus the selective transparency of a¡ìother tissue has

revolut ional i zêd ophthalrnic surgery.

whil-e ¡nid-infrared spectroscopic data on enamel is abundant,

the literature is virtually devoid of information regarding the

interaction of tIV, Visible or near IR electromagnetic radiation

v¡j-th enamel. The effectiveness of various laser systens are often

measured by conparing the energy densities needed to obtain a

specific result. Morioka et eI .89 incLude one of the fe\^¡ spectra

of enamel absorption in the uV to IR regions. They demonstrate

that tooth enarnel is virtually transparent to wavel-engths between

the vísib1e and near IR spectrum. Líght from Nd:YAG, ruby, and

krypton Lasers are essentially not absorbed by enamel. Light from

carbon dioxide, carbon ¡nonoxide in the IR and krypton- fluoride,

argon-fluoride and nitrogen lasers in the UV are however,

renapkably more absorbed.

Figure 7 .8e
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white it !¡oul,d appear that Co2 faser radiatíon is ¡nuch more

suitable for use on enaneL, the NdlYÀc by Àmerican Dental Laser

corp. has becone the first laser specifically narketed to the

dentaf profession because of the relative ease with !¡hich the

radiation can be fibre optically transnítted. Realizing the

relatively weak absorption of Nd:YÀc laser light by enarnel and

dentin, the manufacturers are advocating its use in conjunction

¡¡ith a black ink painted on the hard tissue. ResuLts of future

studies coupled with the continued emergence and refinernent of

Laser technology nay, in the future conclude that the Nd:YÀc

laser systen was prenaturely mass narketed. Boehmeo states that
up to 408 of incident radiation at wavelengths 1.25um or Io!¡er is
reflected by the enamel surface.

Figure 7 denonstrates that enarneL absorbs wel-l in the IIV

range of the electromagnetic spectrun. When ultraviolet light
interacts with matter, it affects the electronic state of atoms

and thus has the ability to pronote che¡nical reactions including

dissociations, see Appendix 2. IR lasers ¡nelt and vaporize

materiaL via therrnal processes. The very high nelting point of

hurnan ena¡ne1 (1280'C)91 rnakes it nearly inpossible to renove or

cut enanel without significantLy íncreasing the potentiat for
thermal pulp danage. tIV exci¡ner Ìasers however, are able to
photodecompose9z,93 organic and j.norganic ¡nateriaL grith only

limited thermal effectse3. À highly energetic photon witl induce

bond cfeavage producing ¡nolecular fragrents and elernental

co¡npounds. Energy not consu¡ned in bond breaking is converted into
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kinetic energy by expansion of the resulting gaseous phase and

the decomposition products are blown off !¡ith ultrasonic speed.

Frentzen et a1 .91 usÍng a 193 ÀrF exciner laser demonstrated

conclusively, through rnass spectroscopy techniques, that enamel

and dentín can be ablated. Photoablation in their study is a

tissue specific process with the denineralized zones of a caríous

defect being ablated rnuch rnore rapidly than unaffected areas. The

lowest abl-ation rate was found in the ¡nineralized zone on the

floor of carious lesions in dentin.

SeveraL papers demonstrating the ablative effects of 248nm

KrF95 and 308 XeC19ó exci¡ner laser radiation on bone have been

publÍshed recently. Yowrs study9ó showed a thermal damage zone

of only 2-3 un ín bone tissue surrounding the ablated zone. This

width represents onty a tenth of a diameter of a single celL and

ís much less than either the thernal ablation zones of 5-11 un

created by the 2.9 un Erbiun:yAG lasereT or the 600 un zone

created by thê Coz 1aser97. The authors also demonstrat.ed the

ablation of a bone cenent composed of polyrnethyLnethacrylate and

styrene. Again the thermal da¡nage zone of L0-40 un caused by 308

nm excirner is significantly less than the zone of 375 un caused

by the Erbiu¡n: YÀGe7.

Only t¡¿o reports can be found describing the dental-

application of the 308 nm exciner laser. Pini et aI. rses use of

the 308 excimer laser in root canal therapy denonstrated that
de¡nineralized ( infected) dentin !¡as preferentialLy ablated

conpared to sound dentin. The sound dentin acts as ¡nechanical
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guidance as the optic fibre was inserted into the canal ablating

infected dentin. Thê rate at whÍch the fibre proceeded was

constant and slowed drarnaticaLly where rnuch of the dentin llas

healthy. À smaller diameter fibre was then inserted to contínue

down the canaL. Microscopic examination reveal-ed a srnooth clean

canal of constant size corresponding to the fibre size.

Hame et aI.99 have recently studied the. effect on ena¡nel of

the 308 excirner laser operating at 20 Hz and enpLoying a 600 un

fibre sÍze. The authors neasured the dianeter and depth of holes

created when varying the energy densities (50r70,90, nj\nm2) and

exposure ( 5 0 0 , 10 0 0 , 15 0 0 , 3 0 0 0 , 4 0 0 0 pulses). The depth of
penetration initially increased linearly with increasing number

of pulses and the ablation rate increased lritlr increasing energy

density. The ¡nost rapid rate of penetration into enamel appears

to occur during the first 500 puLses. Regardless of energy

density, the penetration rate then drops significantly from O.3O

u¡n\pulse to 0.05 um\puIse. The authors do not specifically offer
an explanation for this finding but infer it couLd be related to

the slight dívergence of laser beam seen at higher depths. No

differences were found bet!¡een hunan and bovine enamel during

lasing.

Interesting results have been found r.¡ith the Erbium:YÀc

which is another recently released laser system. UnIike the

excimer lasers which operate in the Iw end of the spectrun, the

Er:YAc is an infrared laser operating in the ¡nid-fR region at

2.94 um. Unique to this laser is its strong absorption by tissue
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water. A study100, conparing the skin ablative effects of a 308

nn XeCf excimer laser and a pulsed Er3YÀc laser denonstrated the

Er:YÀc to be very effective in tissue re¡noval- by ablation. Less

ther¡nal- damage was seen v¡ith the Er:YÀG retative to the 3OB

exci¡ner laser. Direct co¡nparÍsons bet$reen the two systems were

difficult because the l-asers operate at very different
parameters. The XeCl exciner, vrith 20 nanosecond (ns) pulse width

was tested between 5-50 Hz while the Er:YAc has e¡nission duratíon
of 250 us. Each 250 rnicrosecond (us) pulse is composed of single
energy spikes occurring at 1 us intervals. Repetition rates of
only 5 Hz can be obtained with the Er:YAc. Due to strong

absorption of tj-ssue water at 2.94 un radiation the Er3yÀG l-aser

appears able to rapidJ.y ablate tissue r¡ithout thernal
consequences.

As yet only two groupsl01,102,103 have investigated the

effects of Er:YÀc irradiation of dental hard tissues. UnIike the

COz laser which tends to ¡nelt and vaporíze hydroxyapatite

crystals, the Er:YÀc l-aser is absorbed strongly by interstitiaL
water. As the v¡ater within the surface layer of the tooth
vaporizes, high pressure i,s generated resulting in rnicroexplosive

removal of enarnel or dentin. Tenperature increase is rnuch 1ess

(16.t'g¡tor than with CO2 lasing (>1aOO'C¡tor' and is nore

localized. Hibst and Ketlerî01 denonstrate that while the depth

of cratering is in Linear proportion to the nu¡nber of puLses of
irradiation for dentin, the depth in enamel is not directly
related to pulse nurnber. Reduced cutting rate in enanel couLd be
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due to dentinrs higher water content (enanel x2.52¡ dentin
ÈL3.58). The ablation effect of the Er:YÀc has been described as

threshoLd dependant ie; irradiation above a certain energy

density l¡it1 result in ablation while energy densitÍes below this
!/iL1 result in heating effects. paghdiwaIal03 believes the use

of a Q-switched (see Àppendix) Er:YÀG wilL increase ablation
efficiency and result in even lower ternperature increases.

Therrnal Considerations

The acceptance of l-asers into the dental profession viII be

based on their effectiveness and efficacy. Those lasers which can

achieve si¡nilar or irnproved results compared to current dental
procedures and prove cost and ti¡ne effective wil] be viewed as

desirable. The use of dental- lasers nust be shown to be

bioLogically safe to the patient and the clinician. Lasers which

can meet these criteria r.¡ill likely be widely adopted by the

profession.

When considering the use of dentaL lasers for debonding

brackets, the potential thernal damage to vitaL pulps ¡nust be

evaluated. several investigatorsl05,'10ó,107 have attenpted to
correlate intrapulpaJ. tenperatures, to histotogic resuLts.

Lisanti and Zanderlo5 placed a thernocouple in a prepared buccal

cavity of a vital tooth in a dog. The heat source was applied for
5 or 60 sec. giving an ena¡neL surface ternperature range fro¡n

5L.6-315'C. A temperature rise at the puLpal-dentino junction

(PDJ) of I.9-24.7'C for the 5 second exposure test and 7.S-SO.g.C
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for the 60 second test was recorded. The thickness of dentin

ranged bet\,¡een 0.81 nm to 1,.82 n¡n and aII cavíties Lrere

subsequently filled with zinc eugenol cenent. Surprisingly enough

the authors report that not one pulp death $¡as found. t{hile
elevations in pulp tenperature correlated neII !¡ith the severity
of pulpal injury, heal.ing occurred in every case, The stâges of
the recovery process arei walling off of an area of injury,
then renoval of necrotic tissue, foLlowed by the repLacenent of
danaged tissue and finally the deposition of irregular dentin
opposite the irradiated tubules. Research by J.F. 96¡108 has

shown that if the pulp is seal-ed off from the oral environment,

fu11 pulp recovery. includinq deposition of reparative dentin
occurs even after a rnajor insult whích results in necrosis of the
pulp adjacent to the site of injury.

The results reported by Zach and Cohenîoó on a sí¡nj-lar set

of experirnents on the teeth of Rhesus Macaca monkeys differ
dranatical-Iy from Lisanti and Zanders. The tip of a soldering gun

kept at constant temperature | 275"c was applied to the enarneL

surface of a tooth for periods of 5-20 seconds, long enough to
obtaÍn pulp tenperature increases of 2-I7.C. Histologic
examination shor+ed that L58 of putps exposed to a temperature

rise of 5.6"C shovred necrosis and at l-L"C over 6Ot of teeth were

necrotic. À11 pulps heated by 17'C becarne necrotic. The disparity
between the above studies are certainly dra¡natic and elude

explanation. Àlthough there were differencesi specj,es, enamel

vs.dentin, tenperature neasurenent nethods, zinc oxide fillinq
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etc, some procedural error must exist in either study to explain

such l-arge discrepancies.

Nyborg and BrannstromloT have exa¡nined the reaction of the

human pulp to heat. cavity preparations were drilled into 29

sets of contralateral prernolar teeth scheduled for orthodontic

extraction. A temperature of L50'C was applied for 30 seconds.

Dentinal thickness ranged from 0.02 mn to 1.1-O nm. AII cavities
vJere restored only v,rith amalgam. Àt one ¡nonth hist,ologic results
showed all test teeth had sustained some pulpa1 injury resutting
in the deposition of Low differentiated predentin. Only four

teeth displayed cellu1ar changes suggesting necrosis. ÀlL teeth

rlrere asyrnptornatic, No neasurement of intrapulpal ternperatures

¡,¡ere obtained. Such findings seen nore closely related to those

of Lisanti and zander. The authors suggest that the rich btood

supply of these young pul-ps mÍght wel-I have di¡ninishêd greater

therrnal inj ury,
'The discussion above serves to illustrate the imprecision

with which thernal insuLt has been correlated to pulpaJ. response,

Not withstanding the foregoing irnprecision, one can say with
some degrêe of confidence, that pulpal temperature increases of

up to 5.6'C (i,0'F) should be welL tolerated and not result in
irreversible danage to the pu1p. Further increase however, nay

result in damage $¡ith subsequent repair and regeneration or

result in puJ.pa] necrosis. Ideal.ly any putpal effect should be

avoided, ln a article reviewing thernal trauma to teethl0e it
appears that pulpaL tenperature increase in excess of 1o.F was
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not found for any of the connonly perforned dentat procedures.

The pulpal effects of various lasers have also been

investigated. Adrian et al.75 atternpted to estabLish energy

density thresholds for pulpa1 response using the ruby laser. Dog

teeth that h'ere irradiated with a single laser shot r¡¡ere

extracted 48 hours after exposure. Many teeth displayed necros j-s

with no surface effects. The ruby laser, they concLuded, was not
suitabLe for preparation of cavities. The authors ¿lid not
however, investigate the possibility of repair and regeneration
by exarnining teeth after a healing period. These authors $rent .on

to demonstrate a Lohrer incidence of pu1pal necrosi.s when teeth
were exposed to sirnilar energy densities of Nd:yAc radiationl10.

The precise ¡nechanis¡n by which Lasers exert their effects on

pulpal tissue is still very nuch unresolved. Shoji and

I.foriuchilll using argon, CO2 and Nd:yÀc Laser irradiation of
whole rat teeth, dernonstrated calcified tissue for¡nation and

increased alkaline phosphatase activity. MeIcer et aI .112 have

found símilar stimulation of dentin forrnation after CO2 1aser

exposure of deep class v lesÍons. Dentinogenesis occurred between

800 and SOOO J/cm2, above which they found necrosis which was

unresolved three months Later, Direct puJ.paI exposure to CO2

radiatÍon can also result in reparative dentÍn fonnationl'13,114.

The origin of the odontoblastic activÍty observed is not clear
but couLd result from either repair and regeneration by celLular
differentiation after therrnal insult or fro¡n direct Laser

activation of the ceLl. The strong surface absorption of CO2
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radiation feads one to suspect that ther¡nal- effects stirnulate

odontoblastic actÍvitY.

r-,aunay et al .115 have recently attenpted to quantify the

thermal effects of Nd:VAG, argon and co2 laser on enamel , dentin

and dental puLps by neans of cornputerized infrared thermography

and thermocoupl-es. Thermat resufts shol¡ed a very J-ow absorption

of the Nd:YAG beam by ena¡nel and dentin. Energy at this

wavelength was transmitted to the pulp. overheating of the pulp

is in a direct ratio to the applied po!¡er. External- and internal

temperature rise and lack of surface alteratíon demonstratê ho!'

1060 nn írradiation diffuses through hard tissues to the pulp.

The small external tenperature rise is consistent vlith absorption

of a snall amount of incident energy. The authors do not advocate

the use of a contínuous wave Nd:YÀG on hard tissues without the

use of a surface absorbent. The results obtained for argon laser

írradiance were inconsistent and depend on whether the ênanel

surface is clean. An argon beam is strongly reflected back by

clean enamel-. Accordíng to Boeh¡n9o wavelengths ]olter than 1.25

um are reflected more than 408 by dental enanel.

Very high surface tenperatures and very low pu1pal

temperature increases were found with Co2 irradiation of dentin

or enanel-. External temperatures of approxirnately 1230'cl1s are

sufficient to ¡neLt hydroxyapatite. These ternperatures are in the

same order as those rePorted eLsewherel0l . PuIpaI temperature

increases were below the thresholds of 5.6'C established by zach

and cohen.l0ó g¡¡s¡E11ó have reported si¡nilar pulpal temperatures
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with singl-e shot co2 irradiation. A thernal threshold exists

below which no overheating is noticed in the pulp chanber. Beyond

this threshold, puLpa1 overheating grows directly with laser

energy depositionl ls.

It would appear fro¡n the above that the co2 Laser could be

used dentally without pulpal damage. Bearing in rnind however,

that at1 of the above studies were perfor¡ned with a single sho!

exposure. Total tooth heating during a dental procedure using a

laser wilL likely be relatèd to a number of factors including;

totaL ti¡ne of irradiation, repetition rate, puLse duratj.on versus

refractory tirne, spot size, energy density, use of cooJ-ants,

wavelength of irradÍation-absorption coefficient' pu1pal blood

f1ow, heat sink effects of alveoLar bone and PDL etc..

Tenperature ¡neasurements should be nade for each dental procedure

performed wÍth the various lasers utilized in order to establish

the effect on a per procedure basis.
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The ¡nain objectives of this study are to investigate the

potential for debonding ceramic orthodontic brackets using

various r,Javelength lasers i

1. Determine the efficacy of l-asers in rernoving brackêts safely,

without enamel or bracket damage, without thermal- damage to the

pulp and in a clinically satisfactory tine.

2. Examine the influence of various laser wavelengths and various

bracket types on debonding effectiveness.

3. Àttenpt to correlate debonding times, ¡naterial danage, site of

bond failure and pu1pa1 temperatures to absorption spectra.

4. Propose a ¡nechanis¡n for the observed results.
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T,ÍÀTERIÀI.S ÀND ¡IETITODS

T SPECTROSCOPTC ANALYSIS

A. IR and ItV AbsorÞtíon SÞectra of Àdhesives

Since the effectiveness of Iaser interaction lrith the

bonding resins wifl be strongty dependent on the absorption of

the Laser radiation by the resin, an absorption spectroscopic

analysis was perforned. Several commercial adhesives (Challenge,

syste¡n I, Monolok, Achieve and Dynabond) used for bonding

orthodontic brackets, were prepared according to the

manufacturerts directions. The freshly prepared adhesives were

placed between two siliconized glass sl-ides and compressed to

for¡n thin fiLms, ranging in thickness fron about 50 to 350 un.

When set, the films were separated fro¡n the slides and subjected

to spectroscopíc analysis with a Hewlett-Packard a452 W\Vis

Diode Array SpectrophotomeLer€ wÍth nicroprocessor and a Perkin-

Elner IR Spectrophotometer. 0

Dynabond, the adhesive utilized for the laser debonding

portion of the study vJas further anaLyzed using a Hitachi U2000

Doublè bean Spectrophotometer* which analyzed absorption between

190-Ll-oo nm and. the carey 14+ spectrophotoneter which analyzed

absorption between 2.5 um and 3oo nn. These spectra were obtained

r¿ith a sj-lane agent (Ormco Porcelain Prirner) added to the

adhesive. The silane was added in order to evaluate the

possibility of a synergistic absorption effect of both reactive

conponents. A Iw through visible light spectra (190-820 nm) was

also obtaíned for Bis-GMÀ pol,]rmer.

e Departnent of chenistry, Univ. of Manitoba
* Departnent of Biochemistry, Univ. of Manitoba
+ Deþartment of Engineering, Univ. of ManÍtoba
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1) Às a reference standard, the spectrum from a standard

grade sapphire !¡indow (2.0 cm diameter X 2,5 nn deep) was

obtained (ceneral Ruby and sapphire corp. ), using the Hewlett-

Packard Spectrophoto¡neter.

2) To deter¡nine any differences that exist betr,¡een the

transrnission spectra for sapphire (s) and polycrystalline alumina

(Pc) brackets, transmission spectra were determined, and cornpared

to each other and to those spectra pubJ-íshed for sapphire.

Spectra were obtained using the Hewlett-Packard 8452 Uv\vis Diode

Àrray Spectrophotoneter (l-90-820 nn). Masking devices

constructed of thÍck bLack cardboard were ¡nade to conform to each

bracket type (S-A Comp, Pc-Unitek) to assure that a1l Iight
reaching the photodetector had passed through the bracket. Prior
to obtaíning bracket spectra, a reference spectrum was obtained

with the masks and no bracket in place.

3) In order to detennine how much light passes through the

bracket to the adhesive layer, the light trans¡nission

characteristics of the brackets were deter¡nined. one sapphire and

one polycrystalline bracket were placed on the edge of a moveable

stage, Figure 8. The bracket surface faced the laser. The base,

hanging over the edge of the stage, faced the optical povrer neter

detector (Newort Corporation). The detector was placed as close

as possible to the bracket in an effort to read alÌ light
passing through the base and to ¡nini¡nize loss due to scatter, A

continuous wave Helium-Neon laser at 632 nn and a continuous
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vJave argon faser at 488 and 514.5 nm were used. The apparatus stas

atigned so that a light tearn t to l-.5 nn in dia¡neter struck the

center of the bracket surface at 90'. Povrer readings of the

incident beam and of the transrnitted bean were taken. All tests

were perforned in darkness to elirninate the interference of

arnbient light. Àn attenuator ltas placed on the power meter when

using the argon laser. These tests vJere pêrforned at the Ontario

Lightwave and Laser Research center, in Toronto' Ontario.

Figure I
BRACKET TFANSMISSION USING LASERS

d¿t¿¿l¿ r

4) Bracket conposition and bonding surface characteristics

were examined utilizing a JXA 840 Scanning l.f icroanalyzer ' Several

of each bracket type were fractured and mounted for sEM el-enent

X-Ray anatysis (EDÀX). All elenents with higher ato¡nic weight

than oxygen could be detected.

À SamÞle Preparation

lo
power meter

Methodology for this group of

developed as a result of a pilot study.

Bovine teeth were extracted and stored i-n

experirnents had been

(Àppendix 3). Prinary

room temperature water.
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Before bonding, the teeth rtere polished ltith purnj-ce powder,

!¡ashed, dried, and the enamel bonding surface acid etched

according to the nanufacturerrs directions (60 sec with 304

Phosphoric acid, thorough water wash and dried). The use of

Bovine enameL as a substitute for human enanel has been

justified117,118,1le. For each wavelength to be tested (193, 248 1

308, 1060 nn), l-5 brackets each of Unitek (PC) and À-conp (S)

were bonded to the bovine teeth with Dynabond (Unitek) according

to rnanufacturerrs directions and stored in srater until testing.

In spite of the fact that a previous pilot (Appendix 3) had

shovJn that wet versus dry storage had no significant effects on

laser debonding tirnes, all sa¡nples r.rere kept wet in an effort to

more closely minic cLinical conditions. Since the results

obtained in this pilot study sholted that Unitekrs Dynabond gave

simitar results to the other adhesives tested (Syste¡n 1, Achieve,

challenge) and sj.nce Unitek brackets were invoLved in the study,

Dynabond was used for the renaining experirnentation.

The bonded tooth and bracket assenblies ltere nounted in coe

Quick set tray acrylic. To ensure accurate and reproducible

positioning of the bracket during debonding, a rnounting jig was

fabricated fron clear acrylic (F.iS. 9). The jig had a circuLar

recess into v¡hich would fit tightly an 18 nm dia¡neter brass ¡netal

ring. The ring r.¡a s filled with Coe Quick set tray acrylic and

seated into the recess. The bracket-tooth assembly was positioned

in the jig so that the bracket remaÍned free of the tray resin

and was held in place by two 0.016 SS wires running through the
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bracket (Fig. 10). Àfter the tray acryLic had partially set, an

orientation mark was placed ínto the tray acrylÍc to facilitate

accurate positioning into a sa¡flple holder (FiS. 11). The

rnounting jig was renoved prior to final set of the tray acryJ-íc.

Upon complete polyrnerization the acrylÍc sanples !¡ere separated

from the rings, trirnrned and stored in roo¡n tenperature water

untíI testing. A wooden fra¡ne r.¡as constructed to serve as a

sarnple hol-der during debonding. For testing, the sanpl-e is

oriented in the fra¡ne and secured into place with a set screw

(Fí9.12).
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B Debondinq Procedure

This portion of the experirnent was perforned at the ontario

Lightr,¡ave and Laser Research Center, in Toronto, Ontario' The

rnain objectives were to exa¡nine the debonding effectiveness of

various wavelengths of laser light. Fifteen Pc and 15 sapphire

(S) brackets were tested at wavel-engths of L93, 248, 308 and 1060

nn. sanples were irradiated and the tine untíl- faiLure ¡neasured.

A Iight constant shear force of e kg\crn2 was applied to the

brackets during debonding. This force represents only a fraction'

<r/roEn, of debonding vaLues reported in thê

l-iterature2l ,56,66,67 , The application of a Light shear force

lJas at this tine dee¡ned to be necessary frorn a clínical

standpoint since the viscosity of a thennally softened resin

night prevent debonding. In an effort to apply a si¡nÍl-ar shear

stress to both the Pc and sapphire brackets, cornpensations for

the different bracket base areas were ¡nade. Both brackets !¡ere

placed on an overhead projector and magnified. Àcetate tracings

were nade of each rnagnified base and the weights were conpared.

The PC base was O.7L76x the size of the sapphire (S) base' Based

on the for¡nula for shear stress (shear Load per cross sectional

area paralleÌ to the stress) the weight applied to the Pc

bracketswasT3o.5çrmswhi1e10].8gms!¡asappliedtothesapphire
(S) brackets to give an identicaL shear stress'

1. Laser parameters

In order to co¡npare the debonding effectiveness of various

v¡avelength lasers, an identical energy density (Energy,/unit area)
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must be delivered at each wavelength. Since the Lasers used in

these experiments differed from those used in the pilot

experiments, a new set of laser paraneters had to be deter¡nined'

onty the polycrystalline brackets were used for this

deterrnínation since the sapphire brackets gavê unusual resul-ts.

For the Pc bracket deterruination, a debonding tirne of

approxirnately 2-4 seconds/bracket was selected as we believe

such times to be within clinically acceptable lirnits. To achieve

this debonding time for Pc brackets, the energy output (l{atts or

Joules/s) of the Lu¡nonics Excimer 460-SMA Laser operating with

KrF gas at 248 nn was focussed to give a bonding surface spot

size of 3.5x3.5 mn' and was set to 49 Hz fot an average pov¿er

level of 4 watts. The average pos¡er density at the bonding

surface was calcufated as approxírnately 32.6 v¡atts\cn2. This

energy density r¿as ¡naintained as cÌosely as possible throughout

the remainder of the experiment at each wavelength tested.

The apparatus set up for irradiatíon aÈ 248 and 308 nn is

shown in Figure 13.

Lâs€r

.1.-------------, ""' ,[ l2cm
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sâmdo
hold€r
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'X' conv€x cyl¡ñddcål
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VerticaL changes in the bearn position were perfonned at the

rnirror (rtxrr in Figure L3). A one neter convex lens and a 12 cn
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cylindrical lens were positioned to focus the beam to the desired

spot size. Fifteen pc and 15 sapphire bråckets were irradiated at

248 nn.

Several problerns arose wben using the ÀrF 193 nn laser'

Since a cylindrical- convex lens was not availabfe to focus the

beam horizontally at L93 n, a 3.5 X 3.5 mm carbon ¡nask was

placed in front of the sa¡npLe in an attenpt to block out the

unvranted. portion of the bean. Às this laser did not have a gas

processor, ArF depLetion occurred so rapidly that the Laser could

be operated for only thirty minutes per gas fiII. At 1LB Hz and

39.9 KV the maximum power obtained at the bracket after 60 sec of

operation was only L Watt. Therefore only five of each Pc and

sapphire brackets vtere têsted.

A Quantaray DcR-3 Q-switched Nd:YAG laser $¡as used for

irradiation at l-060 nm. Four watts of po!¡er was obtained and the

Iaser was operated in the foJ-J.owing configuration.

Figure L4.
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The energy distribution within the bea¡n was irregular. À rhot

spot¡ of approxirnatefy 2.5-3 mm dianeter l{as centrally located

and focussed on the bracket.
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AA digital stop!¡atch was used to measure aÌL ti¡nes.

response test vras carried out for tirning error detennination.

C Danage Evaluation

AII debonded samples ltere collected, catalogued and

inspected stith a Zeiss binocular ¡nicroscope at magnifications up

to 4ox for evidence of enarnel danage and for deter¡nination of

the site of fracture. A representative nu¡nber of sarnples in each

group v¡ere inspected using a JoEL-35c scanning electron

rnicroscope .

III Thermal EvaLuation

A Sample preparation

In order for laser debonding to be considered efficacious

the technique must not cause excessive tenperature rise in the

pulp. The nethodology to tneasure pulp chanber temperature rise

during l-aser irradiation !¡as developed in a separate pilot

project using bovine and human Lower incisor teeth. Since human

lower incisor teeth contain thê smallest puJ.ps of all hurnan teeth

and thinnest labial vaLls, laser debondíng proven safe with

those teeth will likely be safe with all other teeth.

For each laser wavel-ength and bracket type, two teeth were

prepared, one Bovine vith bracket and one Hunan with bracket.

The linguaÌ surface of the tooth was cut away until the puJ.pal

cavity was exposed. The cavity was thoroughly cleaned and a 700

Fc dental bur ltas used to cut a hole for the themocouple fro¡n
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the pulpaL wall through the labial dentin to the enameL layêr' À

l/4 round bur was then used to extend the hole until it

perforated the labial enanel . The thickness of the labial wall

adjacent to the hole vras ¡neasured with a pair of calipers' The

labiaL wall thickness of bovine and hurnan incisor teeth were very

si¡nilar averaging about 2.0 nm (range !¡as 1'5 lo 2'3 mn) ' ALl

mesial and distal surfaces were ground parallet so the teeth

could be fixed in a vice like ¡nodification of the sample holder.

À11 teeth were etched and stored in roo¡n tenperature water until

final preparation.

on the day prior to testing the prepared teeth were dried

and the therrnocouples ltere instalted into the teeth' À

copper/Constantan Type PT (sensortek Inc, Ne\'¡ Jersey)

thermocouple was inserted through the linguat access to the

enamel surface. À bracket (Pc or S) ltas then bonded onto the

surface as previously described and the tip of the thernocouple

was pushed into contact with the bracket-adhesive interface. À

second thermocouple was pJ.aced in contact with the pulpal waII'

Both were secured in place with ¡nolten tsticky wax'. À11 prepared

samples r¿ère stored in 10oB humidity overnight'

Figure 15.
cRoss sEcTloNAL vlEw

OF THERMOCOUPLE SET - UP

l. lntêrlac6 thormocouÞlê
2. PulÞãl lhêrr¡ocouple
3. ' S cky lvar '

lo
dlgltal lhsrÌ¡on.lea
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B Experimentation

À tooth t¡as inserted into the apparatus and al-igned using

very 1ow 248 nn KrF laser polter. The thermocouples were connected

to the electroníc digital ther¡nometer (Bailey Model BÀT I' New

Jersey) . ÀII temperature readings were converted to degrees

celsius. The initial- (equiJ.ibriu¡n) tenperature vas noted and the

stop watch started as soon as the tooth !¡as exposed to the laser

tight, using the identical parameters for power density and spot

size used in the debonding study. Exposure continued for the

average tine of debonding as determined earlier. A reading from

the bracket-adhesive interface lras taken immediately after Laser

shut down and the rneasuring device was switched to read the

pulpal thernocouple. Results of the pilot study demonstrated a

tine detay for reaching rnax irnum ternperature in the pulp as the

thermaL front slowl-y diffused through the tooth. Thus, the tinìe

at which the rnaxi¡num pulp temperature is reached wilL occur after

the digital themoneter is sr.¡itched to the pulpal ther¡norneter.

Both the ti¡ne to pulpa1 tenperature rnaximurn and the ¡naximum

tenperature obtained in the pulp were recorded. Each tooth was

tested five times after it had returned to the equilibrium

ternperature. The pilot study showed that the resuLts of repeated

tests vJere fairlY consistent.
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RESULTS

SÞectra of Àdhesives

The spectra obtained for the various adhesives analyzed with

the Hewfett-Packard 8452 IIVWis Spectrophoto¡neter all appeared

very sinilar. À typical IIV$is spectra (Dynabond) is shown in

Flg l-6. The remainj.ng spectra are found in Àppendix 4.

Figure 16.

UV/VlS SPECTRA : DYNABOND
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The vertical- axis shov¡s relative absorption and the horizontal

axis shows the wavelength expressed ín nanometers, À11 the

adhesives strongly absorb light in the tIV region of the spectrum

at approximately l-90-350 nn. Àbsorption rapidly decreases into

the visible spectrum. The base Line val,ues of absorption are

affected by the thickness of the fiLn tested. Filn thíckness r¿as

not standardized. The adhesives had variable viscosities which,

because of the nethod of fabrication, resulted in a variable

thickness. The thinnest films, Bis-GMA and Dynabond, were clear
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while other films appeared opaque. Qualitatively all the filn

spectra are very sínilar with strong IIV light absorption and low

visible light absorPtion.

A typical IR spectra of an adhesíve (Dynabond) is shov¡n in

Figure :-7. Àgain all- the specÈra obtained for the various

adhesives tested are very sinilar. The rernaining spectra are

found in Àppendix 4.

Figure 1-7.

IR SPECTRA: DYNABOND

Wavenumber (1/cm)

The vertical axis is expressed as the å Transmission, whíIe

the horizontaL axis is expressed as the l{avenumber lcrn-l); the

inverse of the wavelength expressed in centirneters. Strong

absorption peaks occur in all samples between 3600-3400 cn-1

(2.7-2.g um) and 2840-3ooo c¡n-l (3.3-3.5 un) . The pol)rmers

differ slightly in the anount of transrnission belos 3000 crn-1,

s¡hile a generalized l-ack of trans¡nission occurs below 1700 cn-1

( 5.9 um) .
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Spectral anal-ysis of Dynabond (Fig 18) !¡ith silane (ornco

PorceLain Prirner) on the Hitachi U2000 Doub1e Bean

spectrophotoneter gave very high absorption in the uV range and

1ow absorption throughout the visible and near infrared spectrun

to 1L00 nn.

Figure 18.

UV.VIS-NEARIR SPECTRA (HITACHI) : DYNABOND
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Relative to the reference beam sone light energy was

absorbed at 1o6o nn. f'¡hether this energy was absorbed and\or

reflected by the f ilrn coutd not be determined. Results obtained

using the carey f4 double beam spectrophotoneter, Figure 19,

shows the trans¡nission spectra obtained betv¡een 300 nm and 2.0

um. Àgain, a high absorption occurs in the IIV. À 20U proportion

of the beam is not transrnitted relative to the reference beam.

This energy is either absorbed and\or refLected.
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Figure L9.
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Bracket Analvsis

The spectra obtainêd for Unitek's polycrystal-line bracket.,

A-Conpany's sapphire bracket and a standard grade sapphíre window

(Gen. Ruby and Sapphire Co. ) on the He\.¡lett-packard 8452 Uv\Vis

Diode Àrray Spectrophotoneter are shown below (Fig 20,2L,22).
Spectra of the accornpanying nasking device or reference are found
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in Àppendix 4.

Figure 20
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Figure 22 UV / VIS SPECTRA : SAPPHIRE WINDOW
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Àpproxinately L00å transmission occurred with the ¡nasks

(Append.4). In cornparing the sampLe spectra, the ¡nost obvious

difference is seen in the ? transmittance. While the standard

sapphire window gives a trans¡nittance of nearly 88.7 å, which is
similar to those reported in the literatureó8, the maxinum

trans¡nission for the sapphire (S) and polycrystalline (PC)

brackets are approxinateLy I ? and 0,3 ? respectively.

The shape of the sapphíre bracket spectra is refatively
simiLar to that of the sapphire windo!¡, sho!¡ing a very strong

drop in transrnission starting at about 230 nm. The PC bracket

displays a nuch more gradual drop in transmission starting at

about 350 n¡n, !¡ith a shoulder at 225 and the lowest trans¡nission

around 200 n¡n. Both the PC and S bracket spectra sho¡,¡ a number of

accessory peaks not found on the spectra of the standard grade

sapphirè $¡indow. These peaks appear to be sirniLar for both the PC

and sapphire brackets and occur at 364, 486t 580 and 656 nn.

190
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O "..r, of a quartz blank window, Fig 23, and of a colnnon

silanizing agent on the quartz blank, Fig' 24, have afso beên

included in this section. Quartz is virtually transparent to all-

light between 190 and 820 nm while the silane agent appears to

have slight absorption only at 225 n and below.

Figure 23.
UV/VlS SPECTRA: QUARTZ

Figure 24.
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Thè quantification of bracket transrnission utílizing lasers

was carried out in an effort to support or refute the "4

transrnissions obtained in the preceding spectraf analysis and in

an effort to determine what level of transmission occurs v¿ith

coherent light. Transrnission values obtained and calculated

percentages are listed for each laser tested in Table 1.

Table l-

Note.that r,rith the HeLium\Neon laser, the å transmissj-on of s

approaches that obtained for the sapphire window but is less !¡ith

the Argon wavelengths tested. A possible expLanation for the

dífferences rnight include the observed l-aser power drift that

was found for the Argon laser. Every attempt r'¡as made to record

transmission duríng power peaks. Às well the Argon bean was 0'5

rnrn larger than the 1.0 r n dj-ameter Heliurn\Neon beam and as such

v¡as nore likely to be affected by bracket surface geornetry

Results of sEM X-ray analysis of the Pc and s brackets are

shown in Figs. 25,26. only eÌe¡nents with greater atomic weights

than oxygen and present in concentrations greater than 0.1 ? will

He1iun/Neon Argon Argon
632 nn 488 nm 524 nÍl

Incident beam

À-conp (s)

Unitek (Pc)

L.70 nI.¡

1.45 mW
(85.3¿)

0.46 nW
(27 .1-Z)

22.2 mW

15.2 nW
(68.s2)

2.0 ÍrW
(e.0z)

30.8 nW

20.2 nW
(65.62)

3.3 nW
(10.78)
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be detected by the energy dispersive x-Ray anal-yzer. Within the

lirnits of the instru¡nent detection thê buLk of both brackets are

composed of pure Àlunina. A silicon containing compound is

presènt on the bonding surface of both brackets, Figures 27 and

Figure 25
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bracket. Indívidual crystal facets are clearly visible on the

fracture surface of the PC bracket. À 30 um amorphous layer of

Figurê 29: SEM Photograph of the Sapphire Bracket Fracture
sur face

Figure 30: SEM Photograph of the Polycrystalline Bracket
Fracture Surface. Note 30 un ranorphousr Layer
at bonding suface interface.
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material fused to the bonding surface of this bracket can also be

seen. Ànal-ysis of this 1ayer, Figure 31, revealed a composition

sinilar to glass with Si, NÀ, and K predoninating.

Figure 3L
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Laser Debondinq

Laser paraneters vrere initially set at 5 r,¡atts, 44 Hz and 37

Kv with a 10 ns pulse wídth at 248 nm (KrF). Four sanples were

tested wíth the e kg\cm2 shear force applied. PC brackets lrere

used to set the parameters because the sapphire brackets

spontaneousJ-y blew off the tooth surface during irradiat.ion and

without any applied shear load, These findings were dranatically
different than those seen in any of the piLot studies. Since the

four PC brackets tested at 5 vratts debonded in less than 2

seconds the power was dropped to 4 watts. The resuLts for the PC

brackets at 248 nm are listed in Table 2.



Table 2: Pc bracket removal
Laser Parameters :

times (sec) using 248 nn KrF laser
4 v¡, 36.5 Kv, 49 Hz, 10ns Pulse

3.83
3.67
0.69
3.30
3 .63
0.50
3.94
0.50

9. O.34
10. 2.75
l-1 . 2 .26
12. 2.64
L3. 3.85
L4. 0.48
15 2. OO

Mean 3.09 SD 0.68
(10 sanples )

SampLes 3, 6t 8, and 9 lrere removed very quickly. These values

were o¡nitted in calculating the mean tirnes for removal. The

reasons for this o¡nission wilf be discussed subsequently. An

average lasing tine of 3.l- seconds was required for the removal

of the Pc brackets at this wavelength under these paraneters.

The results obtained for the s brackets are in Table 3.

Table 3: S brackets renoval tirnes using 248 nn KrF laser
La="t Putuaatat=, n *, ,U.U *,

-SF
-SF
2.5w -SF
1.sht -SF
0 . 7 5w-SF
0.4w -sF
0 . 3 3w-SF

force

0.30 +sF
o ,29 rr

o.42 ||

0, 17 |l

o.22
0. ls -sF
O.I7 -SF
0. 17 -SF

9. 0,20
10. 0, L5
l-L. 0. L9
L2. 0.38
13. O.zL
L4. 0.20
l-5. 0. 00

SF = shear

Bracket removal ti¡nes

tirning error calculated

vJere debonded the shear

tested v¡ithout a shear

were very short, within the range of

(Appendix 4). Àfter the first 5 sanples

force was re¡noved. The next 5 samples,

force, also gave extremely low rernoval
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tirnes. Thus the next 5 sanples were removed v¡ith dininishing
laser output power. The ti¡nes for bracket re¡novaL continued to be

weLl- within the tirning error nêasured to be 0.3L sec + o.t5
seconds, It is possible that bracket renoval could be achieved in
a single pulse, but this could not be measured. The lrattage t¡as

reduced by reducing the frequency fron 29 Hz in sarnple 1l- to L Hz

in sample 15. Às the sarnples were irradiated a crackling sound

vtas hêard as aI¡nost instantly the bracket bLew forward off the

tooth surface.

At 1-93 nrn (ÀrF) only a Ií¡nited number of samples hrere

tested. The maximun power obtained fron the laser was L watt at

1-I8 Hz and 39.9 Kv. Debonding tirnes for PC and S brackets tested

are listed in Table 4.

Table 4: S and PC bracket removal times using 193 nm ÀrF lasêr
L^""r p"t"r"tarr t

Polycrystal l ine S apph ire
1. 26s l. 02 ninl-.
2. 44 s
3. 16 s

2. > 1.30 nin
3. > L.30 nin
4. > l-.30 ¡nin
5. > L. 30 nín
Mean > 1.30 nin

4, 53 s
5. 38 s
Mean 35 SD l-5 s

Note that onJ.y one S bracket was debonded. ÀlL other brackets

were irradiated for l-.5 ninutes without debonding,

Àt 308 nn (XêC1) 4 !¡atts of pol¡er was obtained wj_th 35 Kv

and 36 Hz. The results are shown bel-ow in Tab1e 5.



Tabl-e 5: Pc bracket removal
IJaser paraneters: 4

tirnes (sec. ) using
\t, 36 Hz, 35 Kv,

63

308 nm XeCI laser
L0 ns pulse

5.86
4.85
5.35
4 .33
0.84
4.16
4.53
0.93

9. 5.06
10. 3.93
1l-. 4.69
L2. 0.70
13. 4.L6
L4. 4 .57
l-5. 5.64
Mean 4.7 6 SD 0.6
(12 samples)

Again several samples, nu¡nbers 5, 8, and L2, gave extrenely l- ovt

values. These luêre onitted when caÌculating the nean. The

results at 308 nm for the s brackets were very sirnilar to those

obtained at 248 nn, TabLe 6.

Tabl e S bracket renoval tirnes (sec.) using 308 nm XeCl Laser
t.

9. 0. l-9 -sF
L0, 0.31- -sF
11. O.2O 2.7w -SF
12. 0.30 2.1w -SF
13 . 0. 85 1,. l-w -SF
L4. O.92 0,6$¡ -SF
15. 8.1-4* O.15vr-SF

* see text for expLanation

The initiaL five sanples vJere tested with the shear force

applied. Five rnore vrere treated r,¡ithout applying the shear force.

Debonding times were again very short. The rernaining 5 sanpl-es

!¡ere tested with decreasing laser output energy. Note that the

energy output r'¡as modified by adjusting the frequency, fron 26 Hz

in sanple L0 to 1 Hz in sample 15. sample l-5* appeared to take

¡nuch longer to debond, however, on closer inspection the bracket

had been debonded but was stiIl hanging in p1ace.

0.50 +sF
0.36
0.36
o.2a ||

0.39
o .22 -SF
o .25 -SF
o .21_ -SF
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polycrystalline brackets were afso removed with the L060 nn

Nd:yAG laser operating at 4 watts, 9 ns pulse !¡idth (Q-switched)

and at !7 Hz.. Table 7.

Table ?: Pc bracket renoval tirnes using 1060 nn Nd:YÀG laser
L,aser parameters: 4 w , !7 Hz r 9 ns putse (Q-Sr'¡itched)

2I. O4
1.33
o.62
3.13
2r .92
4 .59
L2 .44
L9 .32

9. 23 .56
10. 32.06
Ll-. L2.52
]-2. 35.19
13. 19.74
14. 7 .83
15. 38.95
Mean 23.68 SD 9 ' 01
( l-0 samples)

Several values, 2, 3' 4¡ 6t !4 were felt to be lo!¡ enough as to

represent a secondary or altered population as has been

identified with the tr+o previous waveLengths tested'

The results obtained with 1060 nm debonding of the sapphire

brackets continued the trend seen with 248 and 308 nn' seven

brackets with or v¡ithout the applied load r.¡ere renoved rapidly at

4 watts pol¡er. The remaining I brackets were tested at varying

power values as seen ín Table 8.

Tab1e 8: s bracket renoval tirnes (sec.) usinq 1060 nn }aser
ta"at Pat"aatata t

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

0.48 +SF
0,66 rr

0.94 rr

0.50 rr

0.53
0.50 -sF
0. 50 -sF

8.
9.

0.50 3.8r.t -SF
0.44 3 .2rr¡ -SF

10. 7.0 s 2.7!t -SF
1l-. >1 rnin 2.5w -SF
72. >1 min 2.5w +sF
13. 0.56 2.7\.t +SF
L4. 8.0 s 2.7w -SF
15. 1.3O 3.2r,t -SF
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The power output of the Nd:YÀG laser l¡as al-tered in a

different ¡nanner than that of the exci¡ner wavelengths. Rather

than changing the frequency, the laser energy was decreased by

decreasing the voLtage of the flashtanp. This decrease of voltage

had a direct effect on the energy\puJ.sê. rt appears that r'¡ith or

without the force applíed, greater than L ¡ninute would be

required to renove tl¡e bracket at 2.5 watts. This ltattâge

corresponds to a pulse energy of !47 nillijoules. At 2.7 watts

debonding time varied with thê application of a shear force. rf

the force was appl-ied the bracket was re¡noved guickly. If it was

not, 7 or I seconds was required for bracket removal. This

wattage corresponds to a pulse energy of L59 rnillijoules. For all

wattages above this value all brackets blew off instantly.

Statistical anaLyses (T tests) show significant differences

exist between the debonding tirne of the sapphire and

polycrystalline brackets (p<'oo1), and between the various

wavelengths used for the Pc brackets (p<0.001) ' Tests $¡ere not

performed between the various sapphire results because debonding

times were so 1ow, and within tining error. Note that a number of

sanples were eI i¡ninated r.¡hen calculating the mean rernoval ti¡nes .

These brackets gave unusuaJ-ly lorv debonding tirnes and were felt

to represent an aLtered populatíon of brackets. It has been

reported that silane on the bonding surface of the brackets can

be depleted by heat, tight and ¡noistureó5'120 resuJ.ting in

weaker bond strengths. The brackets obtained from Unitek were

sanples retrieved from various clinicians for conversion into
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Transcend 2ooo brackets. They did not come from the sarne batch

nunber and were probably stored under variabte conditions'

In order to el-i¡ninate the possibility of artificially

creating significant results by elimination of some data, a non-

powerrnetric statistical analysis was performed. The Krushal-

Wal1is test is based on a Median number for each group' À11 45

sarnples (pc) v¡ere used. Results showed significant differences

bet$reen al-I groups, si¡nÍ}ar to the results of the T tests.

Damaqe Eval-uation

Inspection of all debonded sarnples with the Zeiss binocular

nicroscope up to 4Ox power revealed no apparent darnage to the

enanel surface or bracket. The ravJ data characterizing each

bracket failure is found in appendix 4. The bracket-adhesive

(B\À) interface do¡ninated the site of fracture for al-Ì the Pc

brackets tested. While so¡ne sanples (l-0 of 45) showed less than

Lo? of total surface area of enaneL-adhesive (E\A) fracture only

4 of these brackets showed any appreciable E\A fracture. Three of

these, samples 2, 3t 4 at 1o6onn irradiation had what appeared to

be very short debonding tirnes and were considered part of the

altered population of brackets. so¡ne brackets appeared to have

carbon deposits associated with the debonded surfaces' A lower

incidence of carbonization was observed with the 1060 n¡n

brackets.

The resuLts obtained r,¡ith the sapphire brackets differed

substantially fron those seen in previous pilot studÍes. seven

brackets at 248 n¡n exhibited conplete B\À failure. ÀII others
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tested, except one at 308 Dlnr displayed conplex failure

patterns. Greater than 50 I of the bracket base area failure

occurred at the B\À interface, yet all brackets demonstrated some

degree of E\À or intra-adhesive (I\À) failure' A representative

nunber of sampfes' 5 of each bracket type at each wavelength'

were exanined under sEM. Figure 32 shows the typical rcomplexr

debonding pattern found with the sapphire brackets' Figure 33 is

acloseupofFigure32\,'hichdemonstratesthebracket\adhesive
fracture on the left' htith a waI1 of adhesive that ends at the

enarnel/adhes ive interface. Àt soox nagnification, Figure 34' the

enamel rod rnorphol-ogy is more evident' This enamel does not

however, appear sinilar to etched enamef' No apparent enamel

damage was seen under SEM.

FÍgure 35 ilfustrates the typical appearance of the

bracket,/adhes ive site of failure found wíth the Pc brackets' A

closer víew, Figure 36' of the light area within the debonded

resin facer in Fig. 35, demonstrates an unusual pattern of

snooth walled clefts or bubbles. Again no apparent ena¡nel darnage

could be found '
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Figure 32 : SEM photograph of conplex debonding pattern comnon
to sapphire bracket samples, (15x nagnification)

Figure 33 : sEM photograph (200x)
brackêt/ adhe s ive (left)
interface fracture sites.

demonstrating both
and enamel/adhes ive



Figure 34 :
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SEM photograph (5oox) denonstrating enanel
appeatance adjacênt to resín v¡aI1.
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SEM photograph (15x) of btacheL/ adhesive debonding
site common to Polycrystalline brackets.

Figure 35 :

Figure 36 : SEM photograPh ( 500x)
surf ace shor,ling unusual

of Pc bracket debonding
clefting pattern.



Thermal Damage

Raw data collected in this group of experiments is found

Àppendix 4. The results obtained r¿ith the Pc brackets

su¡n¡nari z ed in Tab1e 9.

TABLE 9: PC BRACKET: PULPA! AND INTERFACE TEMPERAT1IRES

Interface T

lnc¡ease P.

Time-Pul
Ti m e-Ex

All temperatures measured in o C

To be considered efficacj.ous pu1pal heating cannot occur during
the debonding procedure. As a result exposure tirnes (1ine 7) were

determined fron the debonding experiments pêrformed earlier. The

interface ternperature rise (line 3) was deterrnined, as r.¿as the
pulpal ternperature rise (line 5). The tiÍre to putpat naxj-mun

(line 6) shows a definite ternperature Iag with 248 and 3OB nm

irradiation with no delay when the teeth v¡ere irradiated at 1060

nn.

Tenperature neasurements taken at 193 nm irradiation are

included in Äppendix 4 but wilL not be considered separately.
Interface and pulpal tenperature increases for both bracket types

are similar or slightly higher than those seen in Tab1e 9.

rn

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

54.3 *.3.7 56.9 * 5.0 71.5 r 0.5

30.3 + 0.9 33.6 r | .7 41.8 r r.3 40.4 + 0.5
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The resuLts obtained for the s brackets have been su¡n¡narized

in Tabl-e 10 beLolr.

TABLE IO: SAPPHIRE BRACKET : PULPAL AND INTERFACE TEMPERATURES

Time-Pul

Laser
settin
All temperatures measured in o C

Difficulties were encountered when attenpting to ¡neasure

temperatures with the Sapphire bonded teeth. No reading could be

obtained with the 248 na bovine sanple as the bracket was removed

during the alignrnent. As such, only single shot exposures were

used with 248 and 308 nn and the 1060 brackets lrere irradiated

until failure (Line 7) . À nininal laser power level was used and

is shown in Line L The NdsYÀc l-aser was set at two power LeveLs

near threshold. Very low ternperature j-ncreases could be detected

at the pulpaÌ thermocouple. The largest increases v¡ere seen with

the Nd: YAG laser although exposure ti¡nes !¡ere substantially

longer than r,¡ith the other wavelengths and the frequency vas

hj-gher at this wavelength. The pu1pal thernocouple for the hunan

tooth at 1-060 nm was read first because no time delay occurred



betv¡een the surface and the pulp.



DISCUSSION

The results obtained ín the study valídate the use of lasers

as a nethod of debonding rceranicr orthodontic brackets'

Statistically significant differences exist between the tv'o

bracket types and the various wavelength lasers chosen.

Since debonding effectiveness is a result of the quality and

the quantity of light which is abl-e to pass through the bracket

to act on the adhesive 1ayer, efforts to sPectroscopical ly

characterize the brackets and adhesives were undertaken.

The transmission values obtained for the S (88) and Pc

(0.3?) brackets using the H-P spectrophotometer were unexpected

and welL beLow those reported in the literatureó8 for sapphire

and those obtained for the sapphire v¡indor¿ (893). The initial

irnpression was that the H-P spectrophoto¡neter was an

inappropriate device to investigate bracket transmission.

Movement of the brackets cl-oser to the photodetector in order to

decrease scatter potential did not affect the observed

trans¡nission values. Bracket geornetry may result in a large

degree of surface reflection and rnight possibly explain such Io!'

transrnission values. In an effort to clarify these fíndings,

lasers, rather than a spectrophotoneter, ltere ernployed to

exa¡nine the quantity of J- ight trans¡nitted by the brackets' The

results show substantially higher transmission percentages (60-

858 for sapphire and 9-272 for polycrystal l ine, Table 1) than

r,rere obtained with the spectrophotometer. some quantitative

difference was evident betneen the He\Ne and Àrgon laser. Since
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onfy a smalf central portÍon of the bracket !¡as irradiated, the

possibilÍty of a geometric effect of the bracket on trans¡nission

values could have been ¡níni¡nized. In the center of the bracket

the bonding surface is approxirnately parallel to the brâcket

slot and the bracket is much thinner. À large arnount of

scattering and refraction of the incident bean by the grain

boundarÍes could also contribute to the 1ow Pc bracket

trans¡níssion values. x-Ray sEM analysis of the fracture surfaces

of each bracket type ( Figs . 29 ,3o ) demonstrate the

polycrystalline and rnonocrystal l ine nature of the Pc and S

brackets. A definitive conclusion regarding the t transmission of

either Pc or S brackets cannot be ¡nade with the data obtained.

Further study of the transnission characteristics of the various

bracket types is warranted.

The presence of a 30 um I amorphousr layer on the Pc bondinq

surface see¡ns to correlate welf with the transmission spectra

obtaÍned for the Pc brackets. Sodiurn, potassiurn, and alurninu¡n

found in this layer (FiS 31), and a cornparison of the

trans¡nission spectra of the bracket to a quartz window (Fig 23),

suggest that the arnorphous materiaL is not quartz but is likely a

glass substance. Reports in the literature seem to confirn this

concfusion.l2'l 1¡" presence of this glass layer nay explain the

gradual drop in PC bracket trans¡nission starting at about 350 nn

(Fíg 2o).

The transnission spectra of the Pc and s brackets both sho!'

sirnitar accessory absorption peaks. These peaks do not correspond
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to those of a commonly used siJ.anizing agent (Eiq 24). They

could represent an alternative silanizíng agent to promote

bonding or the presence of a non-functional organic silane. These

non-functj-onal agents are conmonly used to nodífy bond strengths

by occupying the hydroxide groups on the Alunina surface.23

The difference between the transmission characteristics of

the Pc and s brackets is dernonstrated in the Debonding portion of

the experirnent. Àt all wavelengths tested, the S brackets

transnitted light rnore effectively and were removed significantly

(p<.ooL) faster than the Pc brackets. Sapphire bracket renovaL

v¡as virtually instantaneous at 248 | 3og and 1060 nm r¡hile taking

bet$reen 3 to 23 sec with the PC brackets.

Thernal softening or photodegradation Ís very dependant on

the absorption coefficient of the adhesive. closer exarnination of

the results obtained for the Pc brackets iLlustrates the

influence of adhesive absorption on debonding effectiveness.

Debonding tirnes for the 248, 308 and L060 nn laser are 3.1, 4.8

and 23.0 seconds respectively. AII rnean times are significantly

different fro¡n each one another (p<.001). The 1ow times obtained

with 248\308 correlate vrell ltith the high absorption displayed by

the adhesive spectra in the Uv range (Fig 16). The reLatively

low absorption at Lo6o nn corresponds with a long debonding time.

It is interesting to note that while the PC brackets pass nore

light energy to the interface at Lo6o nn (Fig 20), debonding

times are stilL substantía]Iy J,onger than at 248 oÊ 308 nn. ft

seens the adhesive absorption of various wavelengths ís more
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critical for debonding effectiveness. The strongly absorbed ltv

wavelengths are much more energetic than IR radiation and they

promote electron excitation v¡hich results in bond scission' The

near-infrared radiation at 1o6o nm prinarily increases the

vibrational energies of the notecules which is subsequentLy

converted to heat energy and thermal- softening of the adhesive'

The absorption coefficient of the adhesives is important to

deÈer¡nine what waveLengths will be absorbed ¡nost strongly. A low

coefficient of absorptíon means that Less energy wifl be

availabLe for heating or bond scíssion of the absorbing nolecule;

The site of absorption and fate of the photons is very

irnportant. After absorption of a photon, a ¡nolecuLe exists in an

excited state. Because it is not in thermal equi]-ibriun with its

surroundings, it will generally have only a short lifetime, since

a nurnber of processes can contribute to the return of the

excíted ¡nolecule to the eguilíbriun state. These processes are

surnmarized by cuíL1etl22 ;

Tabfe 1L.

Modes of energy dissípation for electronically excited ¡nolecules.

Photophysical processes :

PhotochenicaL processes:

Conversion to thermaL energy
Conversion bet\,¡een states
Energy transfer
Radiative dissipation

Free radical formatÍon
Cyclizatíon
Intramolecular rearrangenent
El irnination

Light absorbing rnolecules, calLed chromophores, can for¡n free
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products. Such a mo1ecule, if strategically placed within a

polyrner could be used to degrade the polyner upon exposure to

light. ÀLthough the absorption coefficient of the adhesíve is

si¡nilar at 24a and 308 nrn, brackets lrere removed significantly

faster al 248 nm than at 308 nm. It is possible that ¡nolecules

absorbing at 248 nm were better abLe to convert energy into

thermal or photodegradive processes, vrhich srould decrease the

strength of the adhesive. A greater nunber of noLecules are

affected by 248 nm irradiationlz3 and as such this wavelength

could be ¡nore effective at causing degradive processes which

allow the bracket to be debonded quicker than at 308 nm. By the

equation E=hV, photons of 248 nm are also much rnore energetic

than those at 308 nm.

The results obtained while debonding the sapphire brackets

v/ere quite unexpected. During the pilot studies, S brackets took

on average 3.7 seconds to be removed with a shear force applj-ed.

fn this experirnent however, the brackets were removed rapidly,
within timing error, even without the applied shear force. With

the sanpl-es tested at 24A nrn the frequency of thè laser was

reduced untif it became evident that bracket re¡noval was possible

with a síng1e pulse of the laser. While all- other sapphire

brackets were renoved rapidly, only one was tested with a singte

pulse irradiation.

Closer exanination of the L060 nn results indicated that

rapid debonding mal' be an energy threshoLd dependent phenornenon.
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During the pi].ot study the Laser stas operating al 4ooHz' 10 ns,

8.4 !r for a pulse energy of 21 milLijoules. In the experinent the

pulse energies were never belor,¡ 75 rnillijoules, at 248 nm. Note

that at 1060 nn as the laser power was reduced fro¡n 3.2 w to 2.7

w the ti¡ne for sapphire bracket removal junped fron l sec to 7.0

sec. When the povrer was further decreased to 2.5 w, both #11 and

#12 brackets (either with or !¡ithout the applied shear force)

(Table 8) were not removed after ¡nore than a 1 rninute exposure.

AL 2.7 w thê bracket couLd be renoved rapidly with a shear force

applied, Þ¡hile 8 sec was needed to renove the bracket without any

applied shear force. These resuLts seem to suggest that a

tthresholdt exists. Above the threshold, brackets are renoved

rapidly, while bel-ow the threshold a different process is taking

place resulting in rnuch longer debonding tirnes. For exarnple, a

108 posrer increase fron 2.5 to 2'7 !¡atts was acconpanied by a

very large drop in debonding tirnes from 1 rnin to either 0.5 sec

lrith shear force applied or 8 sec ltithout shear the force. Such a

finding does not seen to agree with a hypothesis that lâser

debonding of sapphire brackets is primarily a thermal process.

The decreasing rnechanicaL properties (strength) of a polyrner are

welL correlated to the ternperature íncreaseî24. Àdhesive

ternperature and strength are well correlated. À 108 increase in

laser po!¡er should be correlated with an approxirnate 108 decrease

in the debonding tine. Hov¡ever, a dranatic change in debonding

tines occurred after a ten percent polter increase. If the process

r,¡as indeed thernal , one night expect a nore linear relationshÍp.
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The existence of an ablative threshold of the adhesive rnay

possibly explain the observed results. Às the Laser enêrgy was

applied, those brackets without the applied shear force

spontaneously blew forward away from the tooth. A high degree of

rnolecular excitation results vhen energy levels above a certain

vaLue are co¡nbined with a high substrate absorption. The rate of

molecular and atomic excitation due to stimulated energy

transitions is proportional- to the J-íght intensíty. Às such, very

high rates of energy deposition into an aton or rnoJ.ecu1e, which

greatly exceeds the rate of ther¡nal relaxatíon, are possible.

ThÍs rapid absorptíon of photons !¡i11 allolt atoms or nolecules to

reach theír dissociation energies before heat can be

generated,l25 This non-thennal process is cal-1ed ablation and

resul,ts in the release of snaIl ¡nolecular or el-ementaJ. fragments

as a gas frorn material. Excess energy is converted into kinetíc

energy as the fragrments are blov¡n off the surface at ultrasonic

speeds. During bracket debonding, the gas qenerated at the

bracket-adhesive interface cannot escape and it is possible that

pressures high enough to explosively debond the brackets fron the

surface of the tooth are generated at the B\À interface. Às

photoablation occurs as soon as the Iíght strikes the surface,

debonding tirnes could be very short.

BeLow the threshold value, absorbed energy is not sufficient

to achieve dissociation and the energy is converted into heat.

This heat build up causes the temperature of the interface to

rise until, the adhesive eventually becones soft enough fo
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facititate debonding by the applied shear 1oad. This ther¡naI

softening ¡nechanism appears to be responsÍble for debonding of

the Pc brackets. The reduced trans¡nittance of the Pc brackets

decreases the quantity of the light reaching the B\A interface.

This results in sub-threshotd energy val-ues for photoablation

and increased debonding tines that are consistent with a thermaL

mechanisrn for debonding.

At Lo6O n¡n irradiation a threshold of 158 rnillijoules (at

2.7 rratts) was deterrnined for the S brackets. This value is

higher than the Lowest pulse energies of 75 and 100 rnillijoules

used at 248 oÉ 308 nm, respectively. Threshold values were not

found for either 248 or 308 nrn because the frequency and not

puLse energy was used to alter laser po!¿er output. The thresholds

must be lolrer than the lowest pulse energies used in the

experiment because all brackets at 248 and 308 nn Ltere easily

removed. This evidence supports the Pc data which al-so shov¡s that

Uv wavelengths are more effective than 1060 nn for debonding of

brackets. In spite of a low absorption coefficient of the

pol.]¡mer at Lo6o nrn, sufficient}y high deposition of energy vill

stil-1 result in molecular dissocíation. Àccording to Letokhov125,

it is possible to induce enough vibrational energy with IR

radiation to dissociate an atom or nolecule before heat develops.

Note, that the 158 nillijoules threshold pulse from the O-

switched Nd:YÀG Laser is delivered over a 9 nanosecond (9x10-9

s.) tine period. Thís corresponds to a very high rpeakr power

output of 1.75x1-07 watts (joules per second) . It Ís evident that
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a great deal of energy is rapidly deIívered to the bracket-

adhesive ínterface and could result in rnolecular dissociation

without heat generation. The forgoing does not mean however, that

these wavelengths are nost effective for debonding.

The spectra obtained for Dynabond with the carey l'4 and

Hítachi spectrophotometers (Figs 18'L9) showed very 1ow leve1s of

absorption at 1060 nm. These f ilrns were tested with the addition

of a silane agent to ruLe out any possible cornbÍned effect after

the sj.Lane reacted with the adhesive. Since the centraL hot spot

with l-o6o nm ltas smaller than that used with 308 and 248, a

large anount of energy would be concentrated in a smaLLer area

and would effectively increase the energy density.

Debonding was also attempted using 193 nm irradiatÍon.

Although the bracket spectra infer this wavelength v¡ill not be

transmitted efficiently, debonding was attenpted in an effort to

correlate debonding times with reduced transmittance.

UnfortunateLy, physical probLerns ltith the l-aser set up reduced

the povJer to only a 1 watt non-focussed bean at the bracket. fn

addition, pulse energy was only 8 rniJ-J.íjoules cornpared to the 21.

millijoules used in the piJ.ots. Surprisingly the Pc brackets !¡ere

removed in an average tirne of 35 seconds. In contrast the

sapphire brackets did not debond. Light energy trapped and

absorbed at the grain boundaries could expJ.ain why the Pc

brackets were nore efficient at converting the 193 nn irradiation

into heat. The sapphire brackets could have reflected a large

portion of the bean.
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Temperature Measurements

Themocouple results correlate rve1I v¡ith the prernise that

debonding vrith Pc brackets (Table 9) is prirnarily a therrnal

process whereas debonding with sapphire brackets (Table 10)

occurs by ablation. Interface temperatures obtained with the PC

brackets rose betv¡een 32.3-50.2'c !¡ith alL v¡avel-engths tested.

Depending on the response tine of the therrnocouple and digital

thernoneter, and hovt well the thennocouple vJas coupled to the

adhesive, the actual adhesivê temperature at the B\À interface

could have been rnuch greater than recorded. Thernal softening of

sirnilar pol]rner adhesíve occurs at tenperatures of approxirnately

1oo'c12ó At such temperatures onl-y a light applied shear load is

required to cause bond failure. A separate study would be

necessary to determine the softening ternperatures of orthodontic

bonding adhesives.

Interface temperature rise was recorded after varying times

of exposures (3.0, 4.7 and 2o seconds), and aIl power level-s

were 4 !¡atts (TabLe 9). À 60 I íncrease in exposure ti¡ne between

248 and 3oB nm irradiatíon resulted in a 50 ? increase in

interface tenperature, whereas a 4oo I increase in time bet!¡een

3OB and 1O6O Dh, resuÌted in no increase Ín the interface

tenperature. These resuLts are important because they further

demonstrate the variation in absorption coefficients of the

adhesives in the tIV and IR spectrums. The strong IIV absorption by

the polymer conpared to the weak absorption at 1060 nn results in

Iess tirne being required to obtain adequate thermal softening of
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the lnterface adhesive in the Uv range than in for 1060 nm. Thus

248 and 308 n¡n appear to be much more effective wavelengths to

use for debonding than either l-060 or l-93 nm irradíation.

It ís irnpossible, to deterrnine from the results of this
study whether heating occurs ín the bracket or at the bracket-

adhesive interface. Since the interface thermocouple neasurenents

started to drop inrnediately upon laser shut off, thè heat

generation must be occurring at or very cl-ose to the interface.
If heating occurred v¡ithin the bracket there shouLd have been

either a slight increase in the thermocoupfe reading or if steady

state condítions had been reached, a slight delay before the

reading fel1 after the laser vras shut off. A separate study is
required to determine the Location of the thernal effects.

The interf ace temperatures at 2 4I nm are somer.¡hat f or,¡er

than those at 308 and 1060 nn (TabLe 9). À short exposure time of

3.1- seconds at 248 nn results in lower interface ternperatures,

however, this tÍ¡ne represents the average ti¡ne for bracket

re¡noval in the debonding portion of the experirnent. The decrease

in bond strengths resulting in bond faiLure couLd thus be a

combination of ablation, photodegradation and therrnal effects
occurring at 248 nn.

For all the PC brackets tested, the ternperature rise at the

puJ.pa1 waI1 substantiaLly exceeds the maxinun safe rise set by

zach and cohen.10ó ¡e¡ the exposure pararneters used in our study,

Laser debonding of PC brackets wouLd resuft in pu1pa1 danage.

However, the results also suggest that increased laser power
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delivered in a shorter ti¡ne and with increased pulse energy'

r¡ould provide for renoval of ¡tore PC brackets in a shorter tirne

and with a lo!¡er temperature rise.

The thennaf resuLts with the S brackets were ¡nore diffícult

to obtain as the brackets had a tendency to debond after just one

laser pulse exposure. If the premise regarding an ablation

threshold is correct, a large anount of the laser puJ-se energy

will go into the non-thermal photoablation process. ÀIthough sone

areas of the bracket adhesive cornpJ-ex will be exposed to sub-

threshold levels and result in heat generation, the overalL tine

of exposure is extremely 1o!, and little time is aflowed for heat

to build up. The naxinu¡n temperature increase of 4.4'C obtained

lrith l-o6o nrn irradiation ís below the 5.6'C danagê threshold

established by zach and Cohen. I{ith the laser paraneters used in

this study ít appears that the renoval of sapphire brackets is

safe 
.and 

non-injurious to the pulp.

The pilot study for the thermocoupLe experiments (Appendix

3) demonstrated a tine delay between the ¡naximurn interface

ternperature and the maxi¡nurn putpal tenperature readings. This

delay could be attributed to the slow novement of the heat front

fro¡n the surface of the irradiated tooth through the enarnel and

dentin to the pulpaI cavity. EnameL and dentin possess good

insulating properties and poor thermat diffusivity.l2T SirniLar

tirne delays ltere seen ín this experirnent with both 248 and 308 nm

laser (Tables 9,10). Irradiation with Nd:YÀG did not however,

result is such tirne detays. The maxinum pulp tenperatures were
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seen inmediately after sltitching the digital thermometer fron B\À

interface thernocouple to the pulpa1 therrnocouple. Higher values

were obtaÍned when the pulpa1 thermocouple s¡as read first. These

findings !¡ere evident despite the Laser exposure tirne of only 20

s. with the Pc brackets and approximately 1 s. with the S

brackets. The literature has suggested that enamel absorption of

1o6onm irradiation was quite poor. Boehm104 suggests that up to

40 ? of the incident radiation may be reflected. Lunauy115

cornpared the pulpaI heating of various wavêlength Lasers and

found an increased possibility of damage with 1060 nrn cornpared to

other waveLengths. The results obtained here conf ir¡n that 1060 nln

is not absorbed by the tooth but is trans¡nitted through the

tooth to the pul-pa1 therrnocouple'

Enanel and Bracket Dana(fe

one of the purposes of exploring laser debonding of ceramic

orthodontic brackets was to find a r,tay to provide safe removal of

the orthodontic bracket without enarnel danage. Exa¡nination of all

debonded sanpLes using a Zeiss binocular nicroscope at

rnagnifications up to 40x, revealed no apparent bracket or enameL

damaqe. Virtually alI Pc brackets tested demonstrated a clean

fracture surface at the B\A interface (Fig. 32). These findings

support the premise that thermal debonding is the primary process

occurring with the Pc brackets and that softening proceeds most

rapidly at the B\À ínterface and not r,¡ithin the adhesive. Light

energy trans¡nitted through the bracket would interact \.tith the

adhesive at the B\A interface increasing the ternperature until
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enough softening had occurred to alLow the applied shear force to

debond the bracket fron the adhesive. The snooth cJ.efting pattern

seen on the Pc debonded surface, Fig. 36, seems to suggest the

resin was softened to the point where small gas bubbles were abfe

to forn. The re¡nainder of the adhesive was left on the tooth.

While no enamel damage could be seen during the debonding of

sapphire brackets, the síte of fracture deter¡nination is nore

conplex (FiS. 32). At 248 nn approximately eight brackets were

removed complêtely at the B\A interface. The rernainder of these

and all- those debonded at 308 and 1060 nn displayed a cornbination

type of fracture with at l-east some incidence of intra-adhesive

(I\À) or enanel-adhesive (E\À) fail-ure (Fig. 33), Examination of

the fracture site suggests that bracket renovaL was a very

energetic process. Due to the partial reflection\refraction of

light energy caused by bracket geonetry or by variations in
sanple alignment or bea¡n qualÍtíes, ablatíon during debonding of

the S brackets might not occur over the entire B\A interface. The

portion of the B\À interface that reaches the ablative threshold

wil-1 deconpose to yield gaseous products. If sufficient gas

pressure is generated to exceed the adhesive strength of the non-

affected areas, debonding ltould initially occur along the B\A

interface. However, as debonding progressed, it would follow the

path of l-east resistance and the site of debonding coutd change

to I\A or E\4. Some potential for enamel danage rnay exist with

such an energetic and uncontrolled process. Hoi,rever, SEM analysis

at nagnifications up to 1000x (FiS. 34) did not reveal any
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apparent enanel damage. The enamel surface where the bracket and

adhesive had been removed appeared sí¡nilar to etched enameL that

had retained a thin layer of resin on it. It is possible that the

resin is less abLe to ltithstand the impact loading with such a

rapid process and thus the resin tags penetrating the ena¡nel

surface !¡ere left behind, Use of SEM with X-ray elenent analysis

to deter¡nine whether any enarnel canê off with the bracket, might

prove to be a nore sensitj-ve method to evaluate enamel damage.

The lo$¡est amount of enamel exposure was found at 248n¡n !¡hich

couLd indicate that at this wavelength the ablatÍve process is

Ìnore generaLízed over the interface area. This energy J-evel might

provide for better controL of bracket removal.

Sources of Error

I,fhile the results obtained in these experinents were

statistically very significant, alJ. the procedures performed have

some degree of error. The debonding studies vrilL be affected by;

1. laser por^¡er drift

2. inaccuracies of J.aser power metering

3. pulse size and quality variations namely, the Gausian

distribution of the 248\308 pulse, the hot spot of the l-060

nm beam and sampLe alignrnent difficulties.

4. Timing error showed that a rninirnum of 0.3ls response

needs to be factored into all timing neasurements.

Error in the thermocoupl.e portion of the study can be found in

deternining power readings especially when only one pulse Ís
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used, !¡ith the sapphire brackets' because response time of the

¡neter wilt affect the ultimate power mêasured. Direct heating of

the thernocoupl-es rnay have occurred. The junction of the

thernocouptes used have a finite length' approxirnatel-y 0'25 mm'

Temperatures neasured l¡i11 be underestirnated because the

neasurement will be an average taken over the vthole length of the

thermocouple junction. If laser debonding is indeed an interface

phenomenon an infinitely thÍn thermocoup).e would be required to

give accurate temperature ¡neasurement. A thermocoupLe response

tine of 0.1 seconds v¡ill not be fast enough to neasure the peak

temperatures that occur within a single pulse. Although more

sophisticated devices should be used to determine the location of

the thernal heating, the devÍces used in this experirnent are

sirniÌar to those used to set pulpat darnage standards and appear

to be satisfactory for determinÍng the approximate temperatures

that .rnight be generated lrith laser debonding. A nore controlled

study of laser induced pulp danage ltou1d have to include a

histologic anaJ.ysis of pulpa1 tissue. A thermoneter with graphic

display or ¡nenory capability night aíd in etirninating the

influence of human response time in temperature neasurenents.

sophisticated electronic storage thernoneters are available that

will instantaneously store the therrnocouple signal.
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coNcüusIoNs

Laser debonding of ceramic orthodontic brackèts has been

successfully achieved in this study.

1. Sapphire brackets can be debonded nuch easier than

polycrystalline brackets as they allow greater Iight energy

transmittance to the bracket-adhesive interface.

2. Ultraviolet lravefengths are more effective for bracket

re¡noval than 1060 nm irradiation v¡ith 248 nnì being more

effective than 308 nm. This finding can be correlated to the

absorption spectra of the adhesive.

3. No enamel or bracket darnage was observed as little or no

force i.s needed to debond the brackets,

4. The pulpa1 temperature increase when debonding the sapphire

brackets was within biologically established lírnits but too

.great v¡hen debonding the Pc brackets.

5. Laser debonding appears to be a ther¡naL process at low

pulse energy leve1s and an ablative process with increased

pulse energy level-s. As the ablative threshol-d is exceeded

debonding can occur during a single puLse and wíth a

negligible ternperature rise.

6. Laser debonding of the Pc brackets is primarily a thernal

process whereas renoval of the sapphire brackets is
prinaríIy an ablative process.
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Future Research

The IR spectra of the adhesives alI denonstrate strong

absorption at a wavenunber of 34oo' This corresponds to the

output of the recentLy introduced Er:YÀG faser which operates at

a wavelength of 2.94 um. Debonding with this }aser should result

in strong absorptÍon by the adhesive and facíIítate ablation

!¡ith a low laser po\¡/er. The Er:YAG laser has an advantage over

the excimer laser in that it is a relatively rnaintenance free

laser and its tight is easily transrnitted fibreoptically'

Debondíng of the Pc brackets appêars to be primarily a

thermal process and not a biologically efficacious one within

the parameters used in the sÈudy' If the laser pulse power is

increased,shorterremovalti¡nesandlowerternperatureriseswill

resul-t. A study shoul-d be perforned to evaluate this effêct'

In addition to this experiment the applied shear force could be

altered to investigate its effect on debonding tÍrnes while

naintainingaconstantlaserpower.Correlationbet!¡eenlaser
pov¡er, debonding times and shear force wÍ1t facilitate the

establishnent of safety thresholds for enanel and pulpal damage'

The ablation thresholds for the sapphire brackets at 248 and

308 nn and for the various polycrystalfine brackets available

should be deter¡nined.

Tn conjunction with pol)rmer scientists a rdegradablel

adhesive which \'rould have target chrornophores in its carbon

back-bone could be developed (FÍgure 37). At a specific energy

and frequency of irradíation, the polynìer would sinply
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depolyrnerize, possibly without ablation. If such a polymer could

be manufactured to depolynerize at a wavelength v¡hich would

nonnally pass right through a regular adhesive, it could be used

in a sandwich technique as shov¡n in Figure 38.

Figure 37
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IJaser debonding would incfude both bracket renoval and removal of

the bulk of the aclhesive. Enamel clean up r¡ould be virtually

eli¡ninated and none of the darnaging ¡oechanical technigues

currently used v¡ould be needed to remove any residual adhesive'

such a process would etininate tine consuned in current debonding

and clean-up. This approach night be applied to other facets of

dentistry, such as the removal of porcelain veneers or porcelain

cro$¡ns. open margins could be sealed shut and yet the crov'n could

stifl be removed at a later date'

À specifically designed polyrner would facilitate Èhe use of

a 1ow cost, Iow poller and user friendly laser operating at

wavelengthsthatwould¡naxirnizethelighttransmissionthrough
the prosthesis. The Uv lasers utilized in this study' while

apparently effective, are very Large and expensive to operate' It

is weÌl documented that Ultraviotet Iaser radiation possesses

both .cytotoxic 
and rnutagenic potential'128 other than the He'lNe

Iaser, the diode lasers present possibi)'ities for use in

debonding of ceramic brackets' They operate in the visibÌe to

near infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrun' can be

putsed to give high puLse energies, can be f ibreoptical-J'y

transmitted, are relatively rnaintenance free' are easy to operate

and are relatively inexpensive' There is great potential in

cornbining this group of Lasers with a specifically developed

rphotodegradable' adhesive.

The laser debonding technique if developed' would allow for

Ínproved bond strength of brackets which would in turn facilitate
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niniaturization. It would allow sufficiently high bond strengths

to bond cera¡nic tubes to the rnolars and yet still provide for

their easy renoval and reorientation. This technique will ensure

that ceramic brackets becone an irnportsant part of orthodontic

practice.
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APPENDIX ]"

Light is usualLy described as rthe visible part of a large

range of electromagnetic radiation having corpuscul-ar as welL as

waveLike properties' . ELectromagnetic radiation can be

considered to behave as two wavemotions at right angles to each

other. One of these waves ís rnagnetic (M) and the other is
electrÍc (E). These waves are generated by oscillating electric
and magnetic dipoles and are propagated through a vacuu¡n at
3x1010 cn/s. The energies associated with E and M are equal, but

nost optical effects are concerned with the electric wave.

Î¡blc 2.2 Elêct¡omatncric ¡ådiåtion and lh. rcålcs u¡¿d

EnctgY Common Un¡ß
Nafnc ¡nd (Approx.) p.r Photon F .qú.ncy Wavclcngth of L.n8th fo¡
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Visible light is different from the rest of the

electromagnetic radiation in that, only these narrow range of
!¡avelengths and frequencies can be detected by the hurnan eye.
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The waveLike nature of the electrornagnet ic radiation is very much

like the rippLes on a pond. The frequency (V) and wavelenSth (À)

of a wave are related by the equation

v =c/À

where c is the velocity of the propagation of the \.¡ave. Frequency

can also be converted directly to units of energy using the

reLationship f=hV , where h is Plankrs constant (h= 6.64xl0-34

J/s). Units of energy (Joules/moL), frequency (Hz) and wavelength

(n) are all used in discussions of eLectronagnetic radiation.
Frequency ís often expressed as r¡avenurnber to avoid using very

large nurnbers. Wavenurnber (vr) is defined as the inverse of the

vravelength expressed in centi¡neters.

The concept that radiation consists of a strea¡n of energy

packets, rnoving in the direction of the bean with the sane

velocity as that of light v¡as introduced by Max planck in 1900.

Àccording to the Einstein-Planck relation, in any beam of
radiation of frequency r,,/, each photon carries (or is a bundle of)

energy E, where E=hr/. according to the equation the energy of a

monochrornatj.c radiation depend onJ-y on the frequency or

wavelength of its lraves and not on the intensity of its bean. fn
other words, a bean of radiation is more or Less intense

depending on the number of photons per unit tirne, per unit area

but the energy per photon (ie. the quantum energy) is always the

same for a definite frequency of radiation. The energy of

individual photons can be calculated in any kind of radiation.
The shorter the vravelength (greater the frequency) the greater
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the energy of the photons and the nore pov/erfuL the radiation.
Luminescence and Incandescence

Laser light is a synchronized form of the tight produced by

the process known as luminescence. Lu¡ninescence is the process by

v¡hich certain ¡nateriaÌs can absorb energy frorn various sources

(W, X-rays, subatornic particles, electrical discharges and

fields, chemical reactions etc) and convert this energy to
produce liqht of a specific tcolourr or wavelength. Fa¡niliar

examples of luminescence are the light produced by glow worms,

fj-reflies, fish and by lightning. The essential feature of

Iuminescent ernission is that the material concerned does not have

to be heated. In fact, heating the material usually decreases the

efficiency of the light generation and eventually rnay stop it
al-together .

Incandescence is the narne given to the process of ernission

of light fron hot bodies. Tncandescence is a special form of a

more general process known as thermaL radiation. À11 bodies

produce so¡ne ther¡naI radiation even at room tenperature. This

radiation is generated, as lrith aLl other electromagnetic waves,

by the vibration of electrically charged bodies. Heating a

material- from absolute zero (-273'c) causes atons and ¡noLecules

of the rnateriaÌ to vibrate and radiate electromagnetic waves. As

the temperature is increased, the anpì.ítude and frequency of

these vibrations increasesi the strength of the thermaÌ radiation
increases, and shorter and shorter \,JaveLength electromagnetic

waves are produced. If the atons are excited high enough they
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will be abl-e to radiate electronagnetic waves in the visi.ble part

of the spectrun. The naterial is then incandescent. Faniliar
examples of incandescence include the light from a burning

candle, wood, coaL or the light from an electric bulb. Both the

coLour and íntensity of the thermaL radiation from a ¡naterial are

determined by its temperature.

Light vaves, $¡hether e¡nitted by luninescent or incandescent

procêsses are not generated by vibrations of the nolecuLes and

atons thenselves, but by changes within the aton. The electrons

that circle an atorn can onLy occupy discrete orbits. The energy

levels of electrons in orbit around the nucleus of an atom are

referred to as quantun states, In any guantum state in a given

aton, there is a definite energy leveI for the electron, The

energies associated with these different orbits vary in staged

levels and not continuousJ.y. fn a very hot material, electrons

are promoted to outer orbits through j-nteratomic coLlisions. The

aton does not exist very long in this excited state. As the

electron reverts back to its original orbit it can give up the

energy ít acquired as a photon. Lurninescent emission takes place

without the agitation of the ernitting naterial. In this process,

atoms absorb sufficient energy dÍrectly fron the exciting source

to result in an excited state. There.is usual-Ìy very littJ.e heat

produced. If a suitable material is chosen, the radiated

eJ-ectrornagnetic r,¡aves v¡iIl be in the visible spectrun.

In lurninescence, the energy of the radiated wave is always

l-ess than or equal- to the energy of the exciting wave, The
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ilavelength of the radiated wave is so1ely determined by the

chemical nature of the rnaterial. The intensity of the exciting

wave does, however, govern the intensity of the radiated wave

which also depends on the characteristics of the excitation.

Many fasers are based on synchronized lurninescence fro¡n

atoms, Àlnost all sol-id l-u¡ninescent ¡naterials consist of a so

called host crystal containing a very small. guantity of a

substance called the activator. Balmanrs paint vhich glows violet

when irradiated with ultraviolet rays was the first co¡n¡nercial

lu¡ninescent materj-al-. It is composed of caLciurn sulphide with

about o.ol-3 of a cornpound of bisnuth. The bri.ght red emission of

a ruby is a result of the pure aluminum oxide crystal having

o.O5å chroniurn irnpurity, fndividual activator atorns are suspended

in the center of groups of host atons.

Enissíon and AbsorÞtion

'Depending on the anount of absorbed energy, the outer

electron of an atom can be promoted fro¡n the lowest energy level'

or ground state to any of the available higher energy states of

the atom. When the atom reradiates the absorbed energy, the

electron may jurnp back in two or more steps via intermedÍate

excited sÈate levels. The vtavelength e¡nitted at each j urnp depends

upon the energy lost by the atorn at that jump. The light frorn a

glowing gas consists of rnillions of such processes r,¡ith e¡nitted

radiation over a broad spectrum. Isolate ato¡ts produce vary

narrow, but nevertheless finite, emission lines. When the excited

atom is part of a gas, it nay col1íde r¿ith other atons and this
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causes the e¡nission lines to becone broadened .

An apparalus used to measure
ðlomic sPectra

Fig, 1.10. The discont¡nlous nature ot the em¡ssion speclrurn ol the exc¡ted stoms ¡ñ a gås js demon.
stråted abov€

FIo' 1.1'1. En€roy lev6ls ol hyd¡ogen, and th€ wÂv€lengths of thê r¿diôlion åm¡ttBd whên ìhe 6leôhon
. r6tu¡nô lrom ân exc¡led stat€ to thê Oround ststg, or to an exc¡led slal6 of lower €ne¡gy

In solids, the influence of neighboring atons is so st.rong that
rnany of the ernission lines are converted into quite r,ride bands.

Sone naterials l-ike ruby, have relativeLy !¡ide bands of
absorption and yet narro$¡ ernission bands. YelLovgreen and blue

J.ight over a band of waveLengths centered about 550 nn are

readily absorbed by the chromiu¡n activator atons in ruby. These
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atons are raised to the excitêd energy LeveL marked 3 in the

following Figure. Sone of the absorbed energy is very quickJ.y

(fO-fz sec.) lost and is converted to heat as the atoms drop down

to the slightly J-ower energy leve] narked 2. This energy level

actual-ly consists of t\'¿o closely spaced leveIs. Excited ato¡ns

remain in this energy l-evel- for periods ranging up to five

thousands of a second and then fall back to the ground state

v,¡hiLe ernitting an electronìagnetic wave. At room temperature, the

waveJ-ength of the wave emitted by an ato¡n in the upper of the two

ctosêly spaced 1evels is 693.9 nn while 694.3 nn is enitted fro¡n

the lov¡er of the leve1s. A ruby appears red because it rernoves

yeÌIow, blue and green light fron white light and ernits light in

the red part of the visible spectrum.

Ground
late -->

6,943.q emìned

Absorption band

Upper lasér level

!+!l
EI

3

Pump tr¡ñsirion
transtlton

Ground ståte

Las¿Ì
¡rans¡t¡on

2
Lôse¡ l¿rminal level

Three levellaser
{b)

Four level lôser
(c)

tig. f.12{a). Eneroy l€vel d¡agram o{ ruby. Light åbsorbed oler r bfoâd blnd centred on S,Eæ À is
9arlislly converted inlo heat and then spontan€ousty râd¡åted oñ ôårfow bånds ceñtred on 5.9æ À snd
6,943 Â, (b) W¡ì6nth6 ruby is used ås the active male.¡åtjn r tas€r, onty ons otth6 9ai¡of €xcit€q stst6
lBy6ls 2is used, Thå åxcilsd stat6 sloms do not ¡6hrrñ lo the grcund lÂte sponlaneously, but ¡nstêsd
åre stimulôted to em¡t by photons. {c) lñ å lour level system the termiñât tev6t tor tlse¡ tl¡nsitions is

åbov€ the g¡ound ståte. This has certain ðdvantsoes, v/hich ârs d¡scussed ¡n Ch!otêr z
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Stímulated Emission

The first reference to stimutated emission of radiation was

¡nade by Einstein in lt917, He shor¿ed that the interaction of

radiation and matter could be explained full-y, only if the

concept of stilîulated ernission was introduced.

Up until nov, it has been assuned that the excited atoms

drop back to the ground state spontaneously. Most of them do, but

not aLI. Another mechanis¡n - sti¡nulated enission - causes sone of

the atoms to return to the ground state. The stinulated emission

process starts when an excited ato:ns drops back to the ground

state and e¡nits a photon.

*,l- ,

I I ^r.r,"r,"- 
hv. w¿- *,,tt

Fit. 2.2. ThG .ncrty W ol â rwo'l¿vel ¡rom with thc .n€rtv lcv.h rvr ¡nd lvt ol which lhe

ùppc¡ onê k occlpi.d. Dürint lhÈ tr¡nlilion fÍoh lcv.l 2 ¡o l'vcl I ¡ photon of qÙ¿¡tuß

Gn.rty /tv- lY¡ - lyr ii .mitl€d.

If this photon strikes a neighboring excited aton it will cause

it to fa1I back to the ground state irnrnediateJ.y. what is
ímportant ín this process of s!i¡nulated e¡nission is that the

photon emitted by the second atorn wÍll have exactly the sarne

phase (tirning) as the photon from the first atom. The tÌ'to exiting

photons are synchronized.

when a body is in equilibriu¡n with an incident

electromagnetic radiation field, there will always be a
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proportion of .to^= in the excited state. Energy wiIl be

reradiated by excited atoms at the same rate as it is absorbed

fron the radiation fietd by ground state atoms, The proportion

of stinulated e¡nissions increases with increasing wavelengths

such that at 60 u¡n wavelength the rates of spontaneous and

sti¡nul-ated ernissíons are equal , The higher the proportion of

atoms in the excited states, the lov¡er is the proportion in the

ground states, and, therefore, the Lor.rer is the rate of energy

absorption. Stimulated emission rates are proportional to the

nunìber of atons in the excited state. The rate of energy

absorbed can therefore, be nade Less than the rate at which it is
ernitted if the nu¡nber of atons in the excited states is greater

than the nunber in the ground state. Àn eLect,ronagnetic field
passing through a material in this state will be arnplif ied.

Pumpiñ9li9hr

ll11
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(dt

Fì0.¿l(.), S¡ñot. ¡ñ .!uitib¡iuG th!E !r. ñ!ñy M. Crôuñd st¡t. thln lrcir!! iUl! llohr (b)
P.eubtioô inv.Eion,l¡. puñÞiñot¡chri¡áò¡¡.b.¡ byth..rm¡otrh. Dtdi!t!ñdthm.r ht ñoð
.rcil.! rt!{. t¡À¡ cÞsnd st!t. lloñ} (ctSsÞt. tñ.qúilibduñwiü¡ti. $rouñdiñC õdiriton n.E.
&ñ. Þhotoñsu.!b¡¿ô.d by oÞùñd !l!ta.1oñ!ibvt!ñ.!u.l nuñb.r!¡..ñ¡n.d !Þ.nt!i@!ty by
dcilld dltò ¿toñ! lh!¡.th.r. i! !¡ nuch Èdiltton tavint ù. shrt.úrñr.riñC¡t.(dlAñ.telÞ
Èoñslicsty. Þsino ll@Chr Øþtain*hìcht¡!r.i.. torûhiio^ iN.ßi.ñ ri¡ b. !ñ Þ ¡¡.d

The condition where more atons of a material exist in an

excited state than in the ground state is ter¡ned a rPopulation

Inversionr. This is one of the fundanental- processes of laser

operation. The stinulated enissions that go to make up the Laser

bearn ¡nust be buíl-t up to a high densíty ín one direction. This

build up is usually done by placing mÍrrors at each end of the

actíve material.

Pumping l¡shtrrtttt
lrffi#''
þr""- I ' o . n l*rJ
I tase¡ cryral 

I

Fig.2¿ 8åsic lâser syslgm

The laser process will beqin short].y after developnent of a

population inversion. An excited atom wil-I e¡nit a photon as it

reverts to a ground state. The released photon wiLl then strike
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an excited nolecule causing it to revert to ground state while

it e¡nits its photon. Further excited atons are struck by the

photons and a rapid build up in the number of synchronized

photons wj.1l occur. Photons traveJ.ling paraLLeL to the mÍrrored

ends are reflected back into the naterial and induce more excited
state atoms to emit. Àn intense beam of synchronized photons wiJ-l

be refLected back and forth many tines. One of the mirrors can be

made to be only partiatly reflective thus all-owing part of the

beam to escape.

Photons traveLing at an angle to the reflecting mirrors will
exit the systern v¡hile other atons will enit spontaneously. The

active material , in this case ruby, !¡iL1 be bathed in a gJ-ow

resuLting from these spontaneous and off axj-s stirnulated

ernissions.
Pumping light

I I I I Joraxisbeams

SemiÍånsDårent

Silver mkror

Flq. ¿3, Only photons tr¿velliôo in a direction pa¡alle¡ or ñ6arly prr¿llel ìo th€ horironlãl a:is ol thô
system willfo¡m part ofthe låser be6m. Oñ ð(is Þhoions w¡llbs arôplifi€d by slimulsted emìssion, but

they wil¡very quickly leav6 th6 laser crystal and the amplincalion receiyed \dill be very sllght

Laser ProÞerties

The typical properties of Laser light nake the laser an

ideal- device for ¡nany applications.
l-. Laser J.ight can have high intensities. Within laser light
puLses, powers far greater than 1010 l.tatts can be achieved which

r,¡ould be equivalent to 108-l-Oo watt light bulbs or ¡nore than al"l
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the American power stations taken together. High continuous wave

magnitudes can also be obtained.

2. Laser' light possess a high directionality. This directivity
stems from the fact that the light wave withín the laser hits the

rnirrors at its endfaces in form of a pl-ane wave, whereby the

mirrors act as a hole giving rise to diffraction. À faser with a

dia¡neter of a fe¡¿ centimeters can give rise to a laser bean

lthich, when directed to the moon, gÍves rise to a spot of only a

fevt hundred meters in dia¡neter. Às such very high energy.

densities can be developed and ionization of atons can easily
occur. Thêse tr,¡o properties are ilLustrated.

100, 000,000 wên
ltuough

lÍm circ{e

ff--n=¡l 
- -
_ __u-u -
{.)

_l_ J
---: \\l-l- 

1100,*ãlts
throuoh

tæ warrs

Fis. 8.+ Lâr.r ¡nd convcnrioñâi !ourc.. cofnpår.d.

{b)

or¡h! l¡¡.r tÉ ¡ pl¡.. Þrñll.¡ r.v. i¡ ÞÞduÈd iñ tlìr rer (¡). Th!
mn(.¡ b.¡E øGDond¡ ¡o tb¡r ol. pluè hy. dilóã!¿ hy r lir (h).

3. The spectral puríty of laser light can be extre¡nely hÍgh. This

frequency purity is achieved jointly with a high intensity of the

ernitted 1ine, in contrasts to spectrographs !¡here high frequency

purity is achieved at the expense of intensity.
4. Laser light is coherent. Whiì.e light of usual- lamps consists

of individual rando¡n wave tracks of a few neters length, laser
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lÍght wave tracks may have a length of 3OO,OOO klfl.

5. Laser light can be produced ín the forrn of uÌtra short puì.ses

of 10-12 duration (picosecond) or even shorter eg. in the order

of tO-15 seconds (fentoseconds).

Lasers have thresholds below which they will not operate. À

plot of emitted Laser power versus purnping power shows that belov¡

this threshold, ernitted power is in the range of thermal light,
and increases in intensity only slowLy. Above the threshold, the

e¡nitted power increases rapíd1y.

FiB. 2.ó. Th! .ñti$.d pow.r ,t v.rsu3 pump pow€r. wilhin lhc rcsion of op.rât¡on of thc Ia¡cr
âs å lamp lhc ñcld con3isls of no¡sc only and ¡ncrêåscs only stowly wirh incrcasing pump
powe.. Abov! thrcshold !hê.millcd ¡nrcnsi(y incrêâscs much morc atrongly wirh pump powcr.
Thc intcnsìry h tâkcñ sirh rcspcct to â spccific mod.,

Many materials have been shown to be laser active.
1. Solid StaÈe Lasers,

The first laser developed, the Ruby Laser is an exanple of a

solid state l-aser. The ÀIu¡ninu¡n-ox j-de lattice has been doped with
Chro¡niurn ions as activators. Neodymium ions can be doped into
yÈtriurn-aluminum-garnet giving rise to the Nd:yÀc laser which

operates at L.06 un ernission.

2. Gas Lasers.
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The He-Ne has laser transitions which can occur at 0.632,

L.l-5 and 3.39 um. Electrons of sufficiently high energies are

liberated which can excite the He atoms by collisions. The

excited transÍtions of the excited He atons are long lived. They

are able to transfer their energy to the Ne atoms during

collisions.

The Carbon-dioxide laser is an exa¡nple l¡here laser action

can be caused by molecular osciÌ1ations. Àccording to the
quantum theory, the different oscillations must be quantized so

that discrete energy levels result. Nitrogen in the gas charnber

is used to transfer energy to the CO2 nolecul-es. Besides

vibrational IeveIs, discrete rotational- levels are possible which

may also participate in the laser process. E¡nission occurs in the

¡nid-infrared part of the spectrun between 9.6 and LO.6 um.

æ
C¡bÉ. OrvFre

ffi^Y**'irh
F¡r. 2.10. Orc¡lt¡ror) !r¡r., of th. COr ¡Dot!cüt.

- 
tot¡01
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The exciner Lasers represent a special form of gas 1aser.

The r,¡aveLength of emission depends on the mixture of rare gases

and haJ.ogens used, but is usually in the ultraviolet region.

Having closed electronic shel-1s in their ground state these

rnolecules normaLly repel each other. Às the interatonic distance

of these molecules decreases the potentiat energy of the system

greatly increases. Às the closely approxinated ¡noLecules are

excited by a fast electrical discharge they are able to share an

eLectron to for¡n an tExci"nerrr mo1ecule. The lifetÍme of thê

excimer is only about 10-10 sec. after r+hich it wíII dissociate
and discharge a photon of high energy. Laser action of exci¡ners

has been found in XE, Kr, Ar, and cornpound of XeBr, XeF, XeCl ,

ÀrF, KrcL etc.

Fi8.4 Mod¿l for thÈ êxciñer lascr e,) Porcnliål rnodcl ofùc (ArÐ'Êxcimcr lascr
b.) Idcalizcd picturc of t¡è confirmatjon ofùc cxcimrfmolcculc (ArÐ'

4. Other Lasers

Lasers have been deveJ.oped from many other nateriaÌs. So¡¡e

of these ínc1ude,. che¡nical- lasers, dye lasers, semiconductor

Lasers, diode lasers and organic lasers.

(Ð
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o-switchincr

The power output of many lasers can be greatÌy increased by

a process known as Q-svritching. For lasers which are normally
pulsed, a single high povrer pulse of shorter duration can be

produced v¿hiÌe continuousJ.y operating lasers can be rnade to give

a train of pulses. The distinction bet!¡een por,rer and energy must

be appreciated. When lasers are Q-swítched, they always gÍve

lower energy outputs compared with when they are not e-switched
because of the absorption and other sources of Loss in the e-
switch ítsel-f . NevertheLess the instantaneous pov¡er output is
very nuch higher because the puì-se duration is shorter.

power output (watts)= puLse enerqv l'ioules)
pulse duration ( seconds )

Q-switching invol-ves changing the e of the Laser cavity so that
feedback by rnirrors is suppressed and so depletion of the
population of the upper laser energy Level is not perrnitted until
its popuJ-at j-on has reached a high va1ue. The laser is purnped with
the resonator kept at very low 9,. the e of the cavity is then

made to suddenl-y íncrease allor,ring for gain fron stimuLated

ernission to take place, with the result that the J.aser energy

escapes in a very short, highly intense pulse. So¡ne of the many

!¡ays of attaining Q-switched operation include, a rotating rnirror
nethod, el-ectro-optic switching, photochernical rnethods ând

exploding film ¡nethods.
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APPENDIX 2

BÀSÏCS OF SPECTROSCOPY

f. fnteraction of E l ectrornacrnet i c Radiation v¡ith Matter.

The consequences of the interaction of electronagnetic vJaves

trith ¡natter are that the !¡aves are scattered, absorbed or

ernitted.

Ìnctdent I I I-'t ffansmrtt€d**l lI{":::ï""
F¡gur€ 2.9 Electroma0netlc radlatlon lncid€ñt on â sample cân givê rise to
absorptlon, emissioñ, and scellering.

Scattering is usually detected by rneasuring the intensity of
radiation at sorne angle to the incident vrave. Reflection results
when light is scattered in the direction opposite of that of the

incident liqht.. Refraction is the result of radiation scattered

in the sarne direction as that of the incident v¡ave. The phase of
the scattered wave is different from that of the lrave that
passes straight through the sample. These t!¡o waves then

recombine to give a wave that has apparentLy passed through the

sarnple with a different velocity.
Fhur.¿13 lllusl.ãlro¡ ol r6lrâclloñ (a)

.llects, (â) Pôyslc./òr¡tsj lh. trå.3ñitl6d

..d loN.rd sc¡rt.rrd Brv.!åt.90á outol
ph¡33 w¡lh r€3p.cl ro.ach oth.r. th¡! l.ad!
lo.n åþÞ.¡ånt ch¡ñ0. h th. v.loc¡ly ol lhã
!! Þ.r¡hpos!d e.Y.!. (b) M tctosêoPiê .t.
t êlirh.tc.!llolrh669Þrr.nlch.n0oln
rlloclly c.u3.d by lh. r.lractlv. l.d.x ls
lhår ,r * r,ln lh. råy dl.g¡åm shown.
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Absorption is usuaLJ.y measured by varying the frequency of
the applied radiation and plotting the energy absorbed by a

sample at each frequency. The resulting plot is called a

spectrum. The frequency dependance of absorption arises because

energy is absorbed by transítions Índuced betlreen different
energy states of the rnolecuLes in the sanpl-e. These transitions
can occur onLy if there is a strong interaction between the

incident radiation and the mo1ecule.

There are severaL simple rules arising from wave mechanical

treatments that help to predict r¿hether a certain interaction
will resul-t in a transition beÈween energy leveÌs.

1. À funda¡nentaL rule to understand v¡hether a transition is
probable j-s given by;

AE=hi/

where AE is the separation bethreen the energy states of interest
and is the frequency of applied radiation. This equation neans

that absorption is rnost probable $rhen the energy level separation

natches the energy of the incident radiation.
2, The second rule applies to alL electronic and vibrational

spectra: There must be a displacenent of charge induced in going

from one energy state to another,

r¡c.,d¡r.,.--¡- Cr' -¡-J IY* | o',

6,c,ri,,c..:-l- es --i- " I o,
lol A loròidd.¡'tron!ilioi lblAntllov.d troñ!ition

F¡gur.¿i6 lllosl.¡ilonol !31ècllôt¡rulã3, f lh6 rådlâllôtråppll6dh!s rlrê
qu.¡cyluchln¡lt=ôr,lòrnlh.lrån.¡llonÞrob!Þllllyb€lwâenlhêl6v.l!elllb¡
!må¡imum.añôth€rrulâ lh6t.ÞÞli!3 sây! lh.¡lùãr. ñuli boâ ch!.0!dl3plåc€-
rñâñ1. ¡n th! l¡9ur.lhEr.l3.Õchar0è displåc6m!nl ¡¡ 9o,ñ0 bêlw€3n lrvo ¡¡yp.
o¡bll¡lsr3!hownln(ål,lhuslh.lr.nsllionprob¡billlyw¡l¡Þêlow-l¡râtr¡nrlllon
lr"lorÞlddan", ¡ñ(ò)lñêrê is ¡ch!r9!dlsÞ13c€h3ñt ln9ol¡9 lroh.ns.tyÞ.toå
p.ryp!o¡þlrål;lhu3,th!tr.n3ll¡onprôbãbll¡lyr{ll¡Þ3hi9h-tà!trañsltionls
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Àbsorption depends on the populations of energy leveIs. When

etectronagnetic radiation ís applied to a sanple, it is just as

likely to cause transitions fro¡n an excited state to a ground

state (emission) as it is to cause transitions frorn a ground

state to an excited one. Consequentlyr the net absorption depends

on the difference betvreen populations of the energy concidered to
be significant. Absorption spectra will- also depend on the

concentration of the sarnple.

II. UltravioLet SÞectroscoÞv.

Ultraviolet radiation is that part of the el-ectrornagnet ic
spectrun which bridges the gap between the longest-wavel-ength X-

rays and the shortest-wavelength visible light. This ultraviolet
region, which extends frorn 0.4 to 4OO nm, is divided into the

near (200-400 nn) and far (0.4-200 nn) ultraviolet regíons. UV

radiation is absorbed by air because of noisture and also because

of electronic transitions .in atrnospheric oxygen, nitrogen and

carbon dioxide.
FÈys dd B!hn¡ Et!

ll ,rr*'"t,r | 'rr'*'or.r Igr cl ' kr c i - lrnrhrco

ll ;;;, i ;;;; 
J1l 

ãì i Fi Ë i ã 
1,.,""

o Iooo :ooo 3o0o 
*;lo,T,*.,;-o.oå., "tot ?000 E0!0 e000

F¡! 2 1 ullraYiolcl Ând vis¡blc r.gjons of thc electromagnctic speclrum

Higher energy radiation is necessary to effect electronic
transitions than is needed to effect rotational or víbrational
transÍtions. Since all these transitions require fixed
(guantized) anounts of energy, it is natural to expect that an
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ultraviolet or visible spectrum of a compound lrou1d consist of
one or nore v¡e1l-defined, sharp peaks, each corresponding to the

transfer of an el-ectron fron one electronic leve1 to another. The

spectra however, are broad and irregular.
The peaks are often broad because each electronic state in a

nolecule is associated r.rith a very large nunber of vibrational
and rotational- states. The differences between eLectronic energy

leveIs E1 and E2 of two electronic states would be weJ_l defined,
only if the nuclei of the two atoms of a diatonj"c molecule could

be held in fixed positions, ie. only if non-rotational or non-

vibrational notions in the molecule occurred s i¡nultaneously.

HoÌ.¡ever, vibrations and rotations of nuclei do occur constantly.
El-ectronic states in a molecule are therefore aLways associated

with a large nurnber of vibrational and rotat,ional states. The

transition of an electron from one energy level t.o another is
accornpanied by sirnultaneous changes in vibrational- and rotational
states; nany v¿aves of closely spaced frequencies are thus

absorbed, giving rise to a broad tIV peak.

Fig. 2.3 AIlow€d rotetional end vibralional .ncrgy
lcvcls for two diffê¡ênr .lêcÙonic star.s. ar r.prcs¡nt€d by
encrgy curv.s for â light, singly bondcd, diatomic mol.cuiè
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The fraction of incident radiation absorbed is proportional

to the number of absorbing rnolecules in j-ts path. Às such, the

strength of the absorption peak will be in direc! relatÍon to the

nu¡nber of molecules abl,e to absorb that particular frequency of

radiation.
In the earty years of spectroscopy, it v¡as recognized that

some substances appear coLoured because they contain functional

groups which are capable of absorbing radiation of certain

wavelengths i,/hen ordinary v¡hite J-ight shines on the¡n. For

exanple, a substance in ordinary daylight (400-800 nn) appears

blue bêcause it has a functional group (or groups) r¿hich absorbs

waves of wavelength betvreen 570 and 590 nm (ye1J.ow 1i9ht) . The

transrnitted waves, Ì,rhich are now deficienÈ in ye1low light, give

the effect of blue col-our. Such functional groups, which confer

coLour on a substance, became known as chrornophores. Most

chronophores have unsaturated bonds such as C=C, C=O, N=N etc.

Functional groups such as hydroxyl (-OH), anino (-NH2), halogenic

(-C1 , -Br etc) cannot confer colour on substances, but have the

ability to increase the colouring power of a chromophore. Such

groups became known as auxochromes.

III. Infrared sÞectroscoÞy.

Infrared radiation extends fron the visible region into the

nicrowave region and is capable of affecting both the vibrational

and rotational energy levels in rnolecules. The vaveLength of the

infrared region extend fron approximately 750 nm (0.75 un) to
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almost 830 um. In IR spectroscopy, only a snall range is ernployed

(betv¿een 2.5 un to about L5.4 uÌn). This region is often referred
to as the fundanental regíon. The shorter-waveJ.ength region is
called the near-infrared (2.5 um - 0.75 un) and the longer-

wavelength region is called the far infrared (from l-5.4 un to the

rnicrowave region) . The units by which infrared rays are measured

are somewhat confusing. Physical chernists prefer to give infrared
wavelength ín angstrorn units and analytical chenists use ¡nicrons

and nanoneters. Organic che¡nists hov¡ever enpLoy wavenurnber i the

inverse of the $¡avelength expressed in centimeters. Wavenunllers

are proportional to the frequencíes and therefore the energies.

The higher the wavenu¡nber the more energetíc the radiation.
À sinple \,¡ay of reJ.ating energetics and structure is

provided by the exanpte of the potential -energy curve of a

diato¡níc molecu1e. The energy of the ¡nolecu1e changes as the

distance betr,reen its nuctei changes.

t

Fìg. 3.6 Pot€rìtial ¿n.r8y curvcs and vibral¡onal .n.r8y
I.v.ìs ¡'6, ur, ,r, . . ,, for ¿ model ¡nd lor an sctual
di¡tornic ñol.culê. Trânsilion of molêcul!s from o¡ê
lcv.l to thc ncxt hish€r l.v.l. loÌ cxâmpl., uo + u¡ or
\ -ul,ircâll¿d lundañe¡¡dl rraa,¡¡io¡. ¿nd thât f¡om
onè lêy.l lo s.coñd. o¡ ihüd.hi8h.r llvcls. for .x3mPlê,

+ ¡'!, u., . . .. ¡s c.ll.d ov.r¡on¿ ttantìtion
(tcrms dcrivcd from musicål l¿tminolosy).

Flgu16 3.4 A molsculår pOtentlålonårgy
curve lor a atialomlc molêculo, Â, ls lh€
equlllbt¡uñ bond lêngll¡ ol lhs molecule.
the parabôlå repres6nls the polèñltal
onoroyof an ldEal molscu16 lhat perlorms
s¡mpl6 hârmonlc osolllallon sboul R..

al

I
i
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At the mini¡nu¡n of the potentÍaì. -energy curve the attraction
due to various dispersive forces is balanced by the forces fron
charge repulsion, The stretching or contracting of the bond ís
then similar to the behaviour of a spring, since there is a

restoring force. The vibrations of the bond can in the first
instance be analyzed ín terms of the moLeculets undergoing sinple
harnonic oscill-ations about its eguÍlibrium bond length.

Real- molecules do not obey the l-aws of sinple hannonic

¡notion exactly. Quantum mechanics tells us that only certaj,n

values of the energy ar all-owed. These vaLues are represented by

the horÍzontal l-ines on the Morse curve. Values of energy in
between these energy leve1s are not permitted and the spacing

between energy Levels becomes snaller at higher energy values.

As the energy increases, the atorns move farther from their
equilibriurn positions and hence enter a nonparbolic region of the

Morsê curve. Therefore, the vibrations can no longer be treated
as simpJ.e harmonic but are described as anharmonic.

Flgurs 3.5 The Morse pol€ntlal energy
curve of a molecule, The hor¡zonta¡ llnes
represent the allowed vlbrational energy
lêvels-

lntermolecular
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A nunber of factors affect infrared band freguency. The most

important factors are bond elasticity and the rel-ative nasses of

the bonded atons, Others include; electrical fieJ.ds, the nature

size and e 1e ctronegativity of neighboring atons, hydrogen

bonding, phase changes and steríc effects.
For any polyatornic nolecu1e, the nunber of fundamental

absorptíon bands can be calculated fro¡n the nunber of its ato¡ns

and their degrees of freedon. The number of degrees of freedorn is
equaL to the sun of the coordinates necessary to locate aLl the

atons of the ¡noIecule in space. consider a ¡nol-ecule of N atoms.

Such a ¡nolecule has 3N degrees of freedom because three Cartesian

coordinates are required to Locate each atom in space. However,

of these atomic degrees of freedom, three describe the

translation of the moLecule as a l¡hole and three describe the

rotation of the molecule as a whole if the molecule is non-

linear. These six degrees therefore, cannot lead to internaL

vibrations, and the nu¡nber of re¡naining fundanental- vibrations is
thus 3N-6. In the case of a Línear no1ecule, there are only two

axes about which the nolecule as a r¿hole can rotate. The number

of molecular vibrations Ín such case is therefore 3N-S.

A+------+B

Stretching (r)

e-ì-¡
Bending (ô)

,+,
9=ç=9 o=c=o

ô, ô.

O=c=o
9¡

O=C=O

l2

Fig. 3.7 Fundamental vibrations of carbon dioxide.
Arrows indicate movement of the atoms along the bond
axis, whereas + and - signify vibrations pe¡pendicular to
the plane of the paper.
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The molecule carbon dioxide, being triatomic and linear
gives rise to (3x3)-5=4 fundanental vibrations. Onty those

vÍbrations v¡hich alter the electric dipole wiIl result in an

irfrared absorption peak.

ln.planc dclormations Out-ol.plane deiormarions

Eend¡ry vibrctions, 6

Fig. 3.8 Types of vibrations (+ and - i¡dicåte vibretions perp€ndicular to thc plane of the pape¡).

Sone representative characteristic IR group frequencies.
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APPENDIX 3

PILOT STUDY RESULTS

I. Laser Debonding

This pilot vras performed to determine the feasibility of
laser debonding; to determine the approxímate laser power needed,
deter¡nine the ti¡ne required for debonding, evaLuate any
possibility of enameL darnage with light applied loads.

Fifteen Starfire brackets were bonded to prinary bovíne
teeth using the ¡nethods described in the Material and Methods
section of thís thesis. Debonding effectiveness lras evaluated by
applying a L0 N shear Load to the bracket and then rneasuring the
tirne to faiLure when the bracket was irradiated with 308 nm
wavelength light from a XeCL exci¡ner laser (Lu¡nonics) operating
at 2l- nJ/pu1se, 400 Hz, and L0 ns pulse s¡idth. All sanpl-es ¡,¡ere
exa¡nined under a binocuLar rnicroscope at rnagnifications up to 25X
to determine the fracture location and the presence of enanel or
bracket danage. The mean ti¡ne for bracket re¡noval was 3.7 + O.o
seconds. Bond failure occurred entirely at the bracket/adhes ive
interface in al-t but two sarnpl-es and no enarnel- danage lJas
detected .

II. Debonding of Various Àdhesives / Vlet vs Dry

This pilot vJas perforned in order to assess laser debonding
effectiveness with various cornmerciaLly available adhesives and
to explore what influence the storage condiÈions of the sarnpJ.es
(wet or dry) had on debonding effectiveness.

For each adhesive to be tested (Dynabond, Àchieve,
ChalLenge, and System 1), ten Starfire (A-company) sapphire
brackets were bonded to bovine teeth according to the
nanufacturer's specifications. Five samples v¡ere stored in roorn
tenperature water and 5 !¡ere stored ín air.

Laser paraneters for the Lumonics Excimer laser v¡ere: 308 nm
(XeCl), watts at the bracket, focal spot 4x4 nn, L00 z, 33 Kv fÕr
a pulse energy of 60 ¡nillijoules.
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Debond j-ng ti¡nes obtained arei

Adhesive Dry Wet

Dynabond

Achieve

ChalJ.enge

Syst,en l-

4.45 ! 0.44s

5,02 + 1.07s

5.67 + 1.63s

4.06 + 0.54s

5,22 ! O.62s

5.86 i 0.63s

5.52 + 0.96s

3.42 t 0.55s

Wet vs Dry sarnple storage N.S.D (p<0.05)
System l was significantJ.y different from aI1 the other adhesivestested. (p<0.05). There were no other differences between theadhesives. Note that Systen 1 was the only one paste adhesiveutil-ized. À11 samples were stored in water Èhroughout there¡nainder of the study to nore closel-y mi¡nic the- cLinicalsituation even though the results obtaineã here do not índicatethe need to do so. They were aLso stored in r+ater to ovoiddesj-ccation of the samples used for the ther¡nal- portion of thestudy. Dynabond was chosen as the adhesive to be used in thestudy because it shovred less variation than did Achieve the onlyother adhesive tested s¡hich corresponded to one of the brackelnanufacturers.

III Pulpa1 Tenperature Àssessment

The purpose of this piLot was to establish a ¡nethod fordeterrnining the. temperature rise occurríng at thebracket/ adhes ive interface and in the pulp Auring Laserdebonding. Sanple preparation was perforrned ãs ãescribea- in the
M&M section of the thesis.

The Lasers setting used for this pilot v¡erei 308 nn, I watts(at the laser not the bracket) , LOO Hz 37 Kv. Àt the bracket apulse energy of 4.65 ní1lijoules was calculated. Note this isnuch lower than the energy LeveL used in the other pilot studies,
one bovine tooth and ont human tooth r,¡ith bonded sapphirebrackets were tested. Each tooth was irradiated S times toinvestigate the reproducibiLity of temperature neasurenents. Ànexposure ti¡ne of 3.7 seconds was used bècause it represented the

average tirne needed to debond samples in the original piLot.
VaLues obtained after repeated testing \^/ere very consistent.

Ternperature rise was noted at both the interfacè and pul-paI
therrnocouples. The rise in the puLp was much Lower l1eså tñan3'C) than that obtained at the interface. A L2-18 second tirne
deJ.ay occurred form the interface naxima to the pulpa1 ¡naxima.
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ÀPPENDIX 4

RAW DATA

Spectra obtained for various commercial adhesives and Bis-GMÀ.

UV/VIS SPECTRA: CHALLENGE UV/V|S SPECTRA: MONOLOK

190 '8äO
WAVELENGTH (nm)

UV / VIS SPECTBA : SYSTEM 1
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B
A
N
c
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+0.500
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B
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o
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A
N
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0.000

+ 4.500
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o
H
B
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N
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o
F
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c
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IR spectra obtained for various commercial adhesives.
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Reaction times measured v¡ith electronic stop watch in order

to evaluate error in deternining laser debonding tirnes and for

Spectra of the various masks created.

Mask for Sapphire bracket

thennocoupl-e experirnent.

1. 0.1-6s 6.
2. 0.16s 7.
3. 0.1-2s 8.
4. 0.13s 9.
5. 0.18s l-0,

Mask for Pc bracket

0. L6s
0. L6s
0.15s Mean = l-5.2 s
0.17s or 0.31- s per reading
0,16s

S bracket/Bovine tooth

Eq. T
Interface 70.0
fncrease at I 46.6
PuLpa 1 50.8
Increase at P 28.2
Exposure Time >1-.3 0 nin

Therfnal Results with L93 nm Laser.

PC bracket/Bovine tooth

Eq. T
fnterface 56.7
fncrease at I 34.5
Pu1pal 36.4
Increase at P !4.2
Exposure Tine 35.0 s
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248 NI,f - SITE OF FR.ACTURE DETERI{INATION

O = Enarnel exposed
{* = Intra-adhesive fracture

Polvcrvstal-line Brackets

1. B\À r,¡ith carbon 9 . B\À ena¡nê1

2. B\A carbon & enanel l-0. B\A carbon

3. B\À 11. B\A carbon

4. B\A carbon L2. B\À

5. B\À carbon 13. B\A carbon

6. B\À 14. B\À

7. B\A carbon l-5. B\A enamel-

8. B\A

Some brackets had evidence of carbon deposits (C) r,¡hile others
Ðiplayed ¡ninimal enamel/adhesive fracture,

F--õte. Ll
10. l_l ott 

"zo

11. I Iht

.'.2. I-ll^

13. nt-t ,

D----l14. I Il'

r-5. I lÀ11 B/A



308 Nü - SITE OF FRÀCTURE DETERI'TTNÀTION

138

O = Enamel exposure
É = Intra-adhesive fracture

Sapohire samÞIes

1.8
l"Fl2. 
L__i

3-ru
r-Ð4. b_l

_ wþ' ls!
6.tr
7.n
8.tr
Polvcrvstalline Brackets

1. B\À 9. B\À c

2. B\A C r-0. B\À

3. B\A enarnel 11. B\À

4. B\À 12. B\A

5. B\À c 13. B\A

6. B\A 14. B\À

7. B\À ls. B\A C

8. B\À

B/A denotes Bracket-adhesive fractures.
c denotes those samples víth traces of carbon deposits.
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13. Vltø
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1060 NU - SÏTE OF ERA TURE DETERI.1rINÀTION

SaÞþhire SamÞLesn
lêáJ

F,;l
tÐa

g
t-õt
þJ

Ð

tr
tr
B

1.

6.

7.

8.

].. B\A

2. B\À enaneL

3 , B\À ena¡neL

4. B\À enarnel

s. B\À

6. B\A

7. B\À

8. B\À

Three sarnp3.es displayed fracture at Èhe enarnel- interface. Theseltere also the sanples r¿hich came off in very short tÍ¡nes. No
carbon deposits v¡ere found with the PC bracket samples.

O = Enanel exposure
4 = Intra-adhesive fracture

9. B\A

10. B\A

r.1. B\A

12. B\À

13. B\À

r-4. B\À

15. B\A


